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I - I N T R O D U C T I O N 
An increasing amount of attention i s being paid 
a t present to insect embryology which provides a fascinating 
study of the or ie in and development of various anatomical 
structures ttiat are seen in the aamt insects* A worKer, in 
the course of h is investigations, also comes across such points 
which go to suggest in ter - re la t ions amongst diverse groups of 
insects as wen as tneir reiationsnip witn tne ancestral rorms. 
Research on insect embryology can be traced back to the early 
19th* century, perhaps the work of Suekow (1313) on Bombyx pini 
being the ea r l i e s t published account of the development of an 
insect . I t should, however, be borne in mind that these ear l ier 
studies were based on the examination of whole mounts and did 
not convey any idea of the po ten t ia l i t i e s of ce l l s which go to 
make an organism. 
With the invention of the microtome a great advance 
was made i n the realm of descriptive embryology and a large 
number of valuable papers were published. Today with the 
l a t e s t techniques of fixation and sectioning one can build up 
a f a i r ly complete picture of the important changes that take 
plaoe inside the developing egg. However, there are problems 
l i ke ce l l migration and ce l l lineage which s t i l l await further 
research on the experimental side to bring to l i gh t facts 
which hi therto have been the cause of much controversial 
interpretat ion. 
i l 
A considerable amount of work has been done on 
several Orders of insects par t icular ly Orthoptera, Lepidoptera, 
Diptera and Coleoptera, but the insects belonging to the Order 
Hymenoptera have received re la t ive ly l i t t l e attention* Mostly 
the honey bee has been made a subject of wide inves t iga t ion 
important works in tjiis connection being those of Metschnikoff 
(1866) and Grassi (1884)* Later on, Nelson i iy io ; puDiisnea m s 
c lass ical work on the embryology of th is insect . Besides these 
works on the honey bee, the only paper that deserves special 
mention i s that of Carriere and Burger (1897) on the embryology 
of the mason bee Cfraj icndoma mnraria Fabr. In addition to these 
contributions, work has also been done on the paras i t ic 
Hymenoptera, important papers being those of Leiby (1922) on 
Copldosoma gelechiae and of Leiby and Hil l (1923) on Platveaster 
M§fflal£s,. 
imong the lower Hymenoptera the family Tenthredinidae 
comprises a group of insects which are primitive in comparison 
to the higher Hymenoptera and as such their importance cannot be 
over-looked. The l i t e ra tu re so far available records only a few 
papers on the embryonic development of the sawflies. The acoount 
of Graber (1890) i s brief and deals mainly with the external 
features of the embryos of the barberry sawfly Hvlotoma berberides, 
Doncaster (1906) studied the maturation of the unfert i l ized egg 
and the fate of the polar bodies in the Tenthredinidae, The only 
paper that makes a definite improvement in our knowledge i s a 
iii 
recent paper of Shafiq (1954) on the embryology of the gooseberry 
sawfly Pteronfrdea rlpesU* 
All the papers mentioned above give only an 
incomplete picture of the embryonic development of sawflies. The 
present work, therefore, was undertaken with a view to provide a 
reasonably comprehensive account of the embryology of a Tenthrenid 
so that material may be made available for comparing the development 
of the sawfly with the higher Hymenoptera and other insects. 
The Indian Mustard sawfly Athalia nroxlma klug 
was selected as a type for its great economic importance. In 
North India it is abundantly found during the monsoon months and its 
larvae are a source of considerable damage to the cruciferous 
plants particularly radish. 
The text embodies a fairly complete account of the 
early development of the egg and a detailed account of the 
organogeny. Certain problems of insect embryology, such
 a3 
gastrulation, segmentation of the head and the origin of the 
mid-gut epithelium are highly disputed and a great deal 
has been said about them, in the past. In the present work 
due attention has been paid to these special problems and an 
attempt has been made to give a conclusive opinion wherever possible. 
The origin of the mesoderm has been described in detail and the 
development of mesodermal organs has been adequately dealt with. 
External changes in the form of the egg have also been given so that 
they could help in a better appreciation of the corresponding 
i v 
internal changes. A bipolar origin of the mid-gut has been 
advocated and the development of the alimentary canal has 
been described upto the stage -when the larval form becomes 
recognizable. The rudiments of the dorsal vessel , the body 
cavity and the associated structures have been c r i t i c a l l y 
studied and their development has been followed upto the 
time when these structures become well defined. The 
l i t e r a tu re so far available provides only a very brief 
account of the nervous system of s a t d l e s . Particular at tention 
was, therefore, paid to give deta i l s of the development of the 
nerve cord, the brain including the optic ganglion and the 
sympathetic nervous system. An interest ing feature in A. proxlma 
i s the occurrence of the pole c e l l s . These primordia of germ 
c e l l s , as far as the knowledge of the writer goes, have not 
been described previously i n any member of the non-parasitic 
Kyaenoptera. Their migration and f inal transformation Into 
gonads has been studied. 
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III - MATERIAL AND TECHHIQDB 
Adult sawflies were caugm; in wie field end large 
number of eggs -were collected during September and October 1955-'56« 
At tinea when the field population was relatively scarce the flies 
were reared in the laboratory. Females were found to lay eggs 
freely in captivity. The flies deposit their eggs singly along 
the margins of the leaf forming a neat row often visible to the 
naked eye. Their mode of oviposltion is interesting. Before 
laying an egg a female fly makes a selection of site by making 
several trials* At suitable places it rests firmly and dips the 
abdomen to pierce the ovipositor into the tissue. Only one egg 
is laid at a time. Some flies were observed laying several eggs 
in succession. 
For the collection of eggs a pair was released in a 
specimen tube and put aside for some tine to ensure copulation 
i 
which normally occurs under laboratory conditions. The female f ly 
was then released on a covered young pot-plant of radish. In order 
to deter .line the age of the egg as accurately as possible the f ly 
was allowed to lay eggs for five minutes on the host p lant . For 
thi3 purpose only such females were selected which la id eggs rapidly. 
The number of eggs la id was counted and the pot was transferred to 
an incubator regulated a t 34 C, Sometimes eggs of the same groupf 
incubated at a constant temperature, showed minor variations in the 
development of various s t ructures . 
The egES of different groups were taken out from the leaf 
under water et desired time intervals and fixed immediately. Older 
eggs can be easily extracted by tearing eway the epidermis of the 
2 
leaf by a pointed needle but those of early stages, being fragile, 
require some care to avoid damage. Majority of eggs develop 
normally and only a small percentage falls to develop at all* 
These burst at a mere touch of the needle* 
the egg membranes were found to be permeable to 
fixatives and other reagents that were tried during the preparation 
of t&e material for sectioning. It was, therefore, not necessary 
to puncture the chorion in order to ensure good fixation. The 
eggs were fixed at intervals of one, two and four hours. At 
certain stages of development when closer spacing was needed they 
were preserved at intervals of half an hour. Several standard 
fixatives, like Bouin. Petrunkewiteh. Gilson. Carnoy and Carnoy 
and LeBrun were tried on the material, but the most satisfactory 
results were obtained with Zenkers* fluid* The eggs were fixed 
for 24-hours In this mixture and washed in 70 per cent, alcohol 
with a little tincture iodine. The materiel was again washed In pure 
70 per cent, alcohol for 24»hours and preserved in 70 per cent, 
alcohol with a few drops of glycerine. 
The egss were dehydrated in graded series of alcohol 
for block making. Snail eggs of eorly stages were stained in toto 
either with eosine or borax carmine for better visibility during 
the wax embedding. Of the several clearing agents such as terplneol, 
xylol, cedar-»wood oil and benzene, the last named proved to be the 
best, for It does not seem to harm the material even if the latter 
is left overnight in it. The embedding material used was Fisher18 
o o 
Tissuemat (60-63 C»), The eggs from the bensene and tissueaat 
mixture were transferred for thirty minutes to the thermostat 
3 
regulated at 65° C* After another bath of pure wax for an hour and 
a half the material was dropped with a warm pipette into a small 
porcelin dish (previously smeared with glycerine) containing pure 
molten wax at the same temperature, This dish proved by far the 
most useful article as several eggs can be embedded at one time* 
No difficulty was experienced in tissuemat Infiltration with chorion 
In tact* The eggs were orientated under a binocular microscope 
with a warm needle and transverse, sagittal and frontal sections 
were cut as desired* All sections were cut at six microns. The 
sections were attatched to the slides with albumen glycerine and 
stretched sections were dried at 40 C, for two days. 
Several stains were tried on the material, but the best 
results were obralned with Regauds* haematoxylln either alone or 
in combination with orange G or eosine* The sections were placed 
in a 5 per cent* solution of iron alum mordant at 60° C, for some 
hours and then in haematoxylln at the same temperature overnight* 
Desired differentiation was obtained by using alcoholic picric 
acid solution* Heidenhalns, Azan was found useful during later 
stages of development. Stained sections were cleared in xylol and 
mounted in dilute balsam* For the study of whole mounts, embryos 
were stained in borax carmine* 
A H drawings were made with the help of a camera lucida 
and measurements were taken from slide preparations. The 
superposition of a series of the camera lucida drawings on transparenH 
paper was found very useful for the interpretation of certain head 
structures. 
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IT - RATE OF DEVELOPMENT 
BIE following i s a rougii time-table of Important events that take 
place from the tins© of oviposition upto hatching of the embryo 
a t 34° C, 
Age of Embryo 
in hours. 
1 - 4 
4- 6 
8 - 1 0 
12 
14 - IB 
18 - 20 
2 0 - 2 4 
2 4 - 2 6 
Stage of Development* 
Cleavage nuclei begin to migrate outwards* 
Pole ce l l s forming. Cleavage nuclei begin to 
arrange themselves over the periplasm, 
Pole ce l l s completely segregated. Cleavage 
nuclei cover the ent ire surface of the egg 
except the polar cap region, 
Blastodern cornplete. 
Anterior and Posterior mid-gut rudiments 
formed, Inner layer formation begins. 
Amniotic folds appear. Embryonic rudiment 
becomes well defined. Blastoderm in the 
posterior region completed, Pole ce l l s 
migrate. 
Amnion and serosa formation completed. 
Neural groove apse arc . Segmentation of the 
body begins, Gastrulation coopleted. Inner 
layer spreads over but the coelomic cavity 
has not yet appeared, neuroblasts begin 
to different ia te . Germ band elongates, and 
proctodaeum begins to be formed, 
Stomodaeum makes i t s appearance. Amnion 
disappears, Coelomic cavi t ies appear in the 
l a t e r a l mesodermal tubes. Segmentation of the 
body complete. The two lobes of the labrum 
fuse but a notch p e r s i s t s . Secondary yolk 
ce l l s appeer. 
Provisional dorsal closure completed. 
Appendicular buds of the head and thorax 
become veil defined. 
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T - STRUCTURE CF THE FIXED KO 
A freshly l a id egg of A. ^roxlma i s clogated, measuring 
on an average ,55 mm, long and ,25 ESQ* broad* I t s anterior pole 
i s broadly rounded than the posterior -which, in a number of eggs, 
i s almost pointed. The dorsal surface i s flattened *;hlle the 
ventral i s somewhat convex* A freshly la id egg i s invested by two 
membranes, an outer, unsculptured chorion and an innor, delicate 
and structureless , v i t e l l ine membrane which i s closely applied to 
the contents of the egg* As these membranes are transparent the 
developmental process can be conveniently studieg without removing 
either of then. 
The contents of the egg consist of a thin layer of 
periplasm (cor t ical layer) along the periphery and an internal 
protoplasmic netxrork in the meshes of which are held yolk bodies 
of different sizes (Plate 1, Fig* 1 ) . The periplasm forming the 
boundary around the yolk mass i s not of uniform thickness tliroughout. 
I t i s reduced to a thin layer at the posterior pole ( 6 - microns ) 
but anteriorly i t broadens considerably uith a maximum thickness of 
15*6 • microns* In the internal nesh-irork of the protoplasm, which 
i s continuous with the cor t ical layer, there are seen clear round 
spaces of varying diameters* Their true nature i s not knownj 
whether they are of the nature of oil-vacuoles, l e f t vacant owing 
to the dissolution of t'is fa t in the reagents (Tiegs and Murray, 
1938 and Thomas, 1936) or are actual vacuoles, could not be 
determined. 
/vsv- - : '••.—-A 
ar-v.,- '»».-•.-..t-v*» 
fi|%#4-eggc 
fe««-'''>.?V'": ••••'': 
nur 
egg 
Text-Fig-1 
Text-^lg, 1« Longitudinal section of a Polytrophlc type of 
egg tube (combines from several sections)• The 
oldest egg is at the bottom* Note tfoe alternating 
nurse cel ls . 
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The yolk -which completely f I l l s the egg consists of 
Irregular bodies in a freshly l a id egg but in the older embryos 
they become more spherical. The yolk bodies have strong aff ini ty 
for iron haematoxylin in which some stain darkly while others 
appear l igh t blue. With Heidenhain* a Asaa sot* spherules become 
orange while others l igh t blue in colour. In plasma stains l ike 
orange G and eosine, the hues vary from plae to l i gh t orange. 
Beside the yolk bodies there are other spheres which contain large 
number of refringent bodies, Their size i s variable but hardly 
exceeds that of the largest yolk body (Plate 5f Fig, 36, v tb ) . 
They do not appear in eggs upto 8-12- hours of incubation beyond 
which the i r number increases enormously and f inal ly in the l a t e 
embryonic l i f e they disappear altogether. In haematoxylin the 
periphery of the spherules i s stained l igh t ly but the refringent 
bodies themselves do not seem to s ta in a t a l l . These bodies are 
probably similar to the v i t e l l ine bodies described by Nelson(1915) 
in iftU* 
Towards the posterior pole of the egg is a small region 
of dense granular protoplasm. This has been variously designated by 
writers as, 'pole disc*, 'germ plasm1, 'germ track determinant*, 
•Keimbahn determinant* and oosome. In Regauds* Haematoxylin 
counterstained with orange G it picks up a little more stain than the 
surrounding cytoplasm so that a regional differentiation become* 
clearly evident. No heavily stained grains occur in the oosome, 
A longitudinal section of the ovariole of A. proxlma 
(Text-Fig, l ) shows that the nurse cells alternate with the 
developing oocytes (polytrophic type) in which the nucleus is 
clearly observed, Doncaster (1904) in his studies on the maturation 
8 
of the unfert i l ized egg and the fate of the polar bodies, in the 
Tenthredinidae makes the following observationsJ 
The nucleus in N. r l b e s l i was found in a small patch of protoplasm 
on the dorsal side near the anterior end. The f i r s t maturation 
mitosis begins almost immediately after the eggs are l a id and the 
spindles l i e perpendicular to the egg wall . Two successive 
nuclear divisions occur resul t ing in four similar nuclei which l i e 
in a l ine tiemendicular to the edee of the egg. Out of these four 
nuclei , the f i r s t disappears, the second and third unite while the 
fourth forming the egg nucleus sinks deeply into the yolk. 
Ift A> proslma the products of division of the egg nucleus migrate 
towards the periphery and form the blastoderm as has been reported in 
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VI - FORMATION OF THE BLASTOBSRM ABTD THE OEBM BAUD 
2a A. proxima the cleavage nuclei begin to migrate 
towards the periplasm at about three hours of incubation. Each 
nucleus with its surrounding cytoplaaa penetrates the periplasm 
and as it begins to emerge a portion of the latter lying immediately] 
over it bulges to form a pocket into which the nucleus becomes 
subsequently embedded (Plate lf Fig. 4 ) . Due to these bulgings the 
surface of the eortical layer becomes temporarily uneven but aften 
the establishment of the blastoderm it becomes smooth once again* 
Similar condition has been recorded by Nelson (1915) in the honey 
bee and Bastham (192?) in Pieris ranae. 
The time of penetration of the cleavage nuclei into the 
periplasm varies in different groups of insects. Further, in 
certain forms there is a greater concentration of nuclei on the 
ventral side of the egg than towards the dorsal surface. In 
A, proxlma the cleavage nuclei do not reach all over the egg 
periphery simultaneously. In an egg about four hours old out of a 
total of approximately 145 nuclei* 48 are seen on the dorsal side, 
about 80 on the ventral and the rest are distributed on the 
anterior pole. From these counts it appears that Initially there 
is a greater concentration on the ventral surface of the egg than on 
the dorsal. In the beginning these nuclei do not cover the egg 
surface uniformly but as more and more nuclei migrate the neighbours 
in* ones &ecome closely spaced (Plate 1, Fig, 2), Cell walls have 
not yet appeared and the egg is still a syncytium. 
2£ 
At tho ego c£ C->l>l:c^-r> the peripheral snoloi 
have increased to about 237 per sag i t t a l s ec t ion Shcy l i o 
in close prosin£.£y ceid cover <3io egg from a l l sidoo csoqpt a 
caall region at tho p o s t o t o pclo x£ic?o polo cello c?o being 
forsodp Coll walls now bogin to appec? uhieh ncrti ce=T Undivi&d 
blaatododera c o l l s . The ea r l i e s t indication of the col l reCu.u 
i s the fornation of furrows in batween the adjacent nuclei (Pictr 
1 9 Fig© 5) which doopen to fora tfoo l a t e r a l walls* Letcr9 with 
the formation of the inns? ce l l u d l o -&0 blastoder-nal ce l l s cc?c 
delimited from the underlyias periplasm which i s reduced to a 
thin layer as a greater par t of i t has been u t i l i sed in the 
fornation of the blaotodoFB c e l l s , Tho peripheral colic have c 
tendency to f la t ten , th i s i s more raaefed on tho cereal than on 
the ventral side of the ogg0 The ce l l s on the Cszr.cl cl io c;s 
d is t inc t ly largo and f l a t ccrepcred to those on tho ventre! cH,z 
of the egg« The former will give r i se to the serosa and tho 
l a t t e r to tho scrn hende 
M ^ M S J " ! ^ Shortly after 12^hcecs of ir_euhstic:i: **-c c d l : j 
of the ventral blaatodom loco their regular cellule? fcr.'n and 
bscceio puched in together foming irregular rows (Plete 1 : L'igii.C ti 
C b5 gb)e ^ t lC-<5-i houro the ssdbc:' of nuclei has conei tocbly 
increased in the thickened syncytial s t r ip fornin^ Che geer: bcetl 
fron which the ozibryo differentiate!!,, Eho re s t of the blcc':c£cm 
remains thin end single layered
 0 I t s large ccl lsP In ohcs?p 
contract with thcEO c:? the vsntrr l -»ei't ere ::ero or leer; ouhoiCel® 
^ho 3cni braiti eo-j begins to elongato* itio posterior cjitronity 
chows foster Covelcpnsnt than the anterior ©no ant" corn cores 
Tcxt-RQ-2 
Text-Fig. 2. Lateral view of an embryo within the egg shellf 
shoving early stages of segmentation, tfote tiie 
caudal extremity on the dorsal side of the egg* 
The segments of the abdomen &T9 not yet veil 
defined. 20-hours. 
u 
to l i e on the dorsal surface (Text-Fig. 2)# In the gaoseberry 
sawfly Ftftrpnjdea, rjfcejsli (Shaf iq , 1954) i t stops short at the 
anterior pole so that there i s a hood of yolk in front of the 
germ band* 
12 
mi ~ tssoasRH FCK-IMZOH 
lo Gastrulation 
I t lo nou vjall established that in ptorygote suseesu 
tho material from tfnich the inner layer i s formed apices froa the 
ai&sventrcl-longitu&inal region of the germ band© Tho name? 
in uhlch i t i s formed varieo with different orderc of inscefcue 
Johannsen and Butt (1941) recognize the follotrlns nstltcda of 
i t s formation cr.c~3 Ir/:scts6 
In Diptera and Coleoptora a middle and trio l a t e r a l 
p la tes are differentiated in the germ band© Sho middlo plato 
sinks imrards to form a deep median furrot; (gastral furrm?) liiioh 
becomes converged into a tube by the union of the l a t e r a l walls 
beneath i t . The tube then f la t tens out to form a continuous 
tuo=>leyored sheet of cel ls* In LepMoptoraj Hymoncptora cad nono 
cphido tho edges of the l a t e r a l plates separate from the middle 
p l r t e and thon grow together beneath i t $ the middle plato bcins 
thus cut off from the l a t e r a l plates to form, a t f i r s t 9 a 
oi:i3le~layered f^r~j : ^ n icyc?«i -;-n r.v.o other £or~cs c:i c-j.15 
C^thoptera and soma Lepidoptora tho inner layer ic tLcr.'.vciL by 
cctivo prol iferat ion of ce l l s from the middle part of tho gcrn bando 
In A*~JPS^rJ) the jcrr. benf. £r fcrrr:". at j.Z-^icz:c vzC 
r-cn cr tcr it:; 3L>tcblishment inner layer formation bcs^iOo iftc 
process of c~r--^"-- ' -- tc!rcD piece in t-rs ctr^cc- "McTi r::pcc? 
to cenb ta the Eccrncl and third methods of Johennson end Butt 
c i ted ebovoc Alices otagoo ero as follows 
2S 
( I ) difforontlation of a middle and fcuo l a t e r a l plates^ 
( I I ) prol iferat ion of cel lo fron the middle p la te 0 
She differentiat ion of the mld<31c end l a t e r a l plates i s in i t i a ted 
by the thinning out of cel lo in the mid«ventral longitudinal 
region of the gem "band, £o the middle plato progressively 
differentiaten in an enter o-pocterior direction I t beconoc 
separated from tho two l a t e r a l plates by fa int l inos 0 In ./hftn 
and sooe other insects they are separated frora each other by 
troll defined grooves but in th i s sawfly thoy remain loso d is t inc t 
throughout* Eio l a t e r a l plates are thicker towards their mooal 
edges and gradually thin out in the moro l a t e ra l par to of tho 
;>e?Ei bend,, Causes leading to ouch a fiiff erentiatlon in tho gom 
band could not be ascertained with certainty,* St i s quito 
probable that an early wave of prol i ferat ion might have resulted 
In the thinning out of ce2!s in the raid-ventral par t of tho gem 
band as in tho moth Proflen&a ^rjldaala, (Gross and Ec-Jlcndj 19<3) 
end FJm&n (Oasthajn9 1S27) • In ik-BES^MS- no ouch prolif crating 
ca l l s have boon observed to pass down into the yolk GO has 
boon reported by the above writercc 
As the middle plate differentiates a brisk ce t iv l ty 
on tho part of i t s cel lo i s observed which bud off a nrnber c& 
cel lo towards tho inner side (yoll: side) of the germ band 
(Plato 1, F ig ,? , and Plate 2, Fig. 10). Goon after c noes of 
cel lo i s pscCrc*::" T-*rlo": pro,1ecto c i t C?z • t'.iz ;;cr-crrr. Ir^r". c? 
' / : - ~z-.Ki b-iiU further proliferatie- . rrc-«lt3 l* pepid ".i^ycoi;o 
c<: tho $.rorv I ryr r (Plato 29 F i " . r . ) 'Svl^i irrcncCn o-tt toc^Ic?!*' 
t-^rrctM tho cc:;:i t)r?_tl end the yoll'o Che enteric:.' polo r>evu 
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faster development than the posterior, so that the development 
is far advanced in this region than towards the opposite pole, 
where the middle plate is yet in the processes of differentiation 
Among other insects the origin of the mesoderm has 
been variously described. In PJ,grJj (Eastham, 1927) proliferation 
from the midVventral area of the germ band has been recorded but 
these cells do not give rise to the elements of the inner layer, 
They are reported to pass down Into the yolfe and disintegrat" 
there, probably serving for the liquefaction of the yolk. Thus 
proliferation in Pieris provides means to differentiate a middle 
plate from two lateral plates. In A. nroxlma the middle plate 
differentiation is only preparatory in nature, and it is the 
proliferation that is principally involved in the formation of 
the inner layer. Excepting this localized cell proliferation, 
there seems to be no other source from which colls of the inner 
layer may be derived. In At>is (Nelson, 1915) a portion of the 
median area (middle plate) of the germ band gets deeply depressed 
and is separated from the two lateral plates which grow together 
to join beneath it. The inner layer thus enclosed constitutes the 
future mesoderm. In the gooseberry sawfly Pteronidea rlbesil 
(Shfiq, 1954) proliferation from the midventral area of the germ 
band has been observed and this is shown to be the only method of 
formation of the inner layer. 
The eggs of A, proxima show a progressive development 
of the inner layer in an antero-posterior direction. In the 
eggs of the sane age and in different regions of th3 some egg, 
the present writer has observed two distinct processes, namely 
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middle plate differentiation and prol i ferat ion. This, 
apparently, leads to the conclusion that the inner layer i s 
formed differently in various part? of the same egg. A careful 
study of sectioned material, however, showed that the various 
processes so observed are in r ea l i t y the stages of the same 
process. During a l l th is development a median invagination to 
form the gastrular groove has not teen observed. 
Among the gastrular phenomenon the development of 
a gastrular furrow seems to be a peculiar i ty shared by large 
number of insects , v i z . , Chalicodoma muraria (Carrlere and Burger, 
1897), fopcBstfl atoajfpffla, (Roonval, 1936); Calandra orvzae 
(Tiegs and Murray, 1938); SflgjBgl&g. faclatus (Butt, 1949); 
Pvr i l la pernusila (Sander, 1956) and ethers . In the l igh t of 
observations made on Pteronldea (Shafiq, 1954) and the present 
saufly, i t nsy be pointed out that proliferat ion i s the 
principal method of formation of the inner layer amongst sawflles. 
Although, the median plate in A« nrosima only demarcates a cer tain 
prol i ferat ing region from the res t of the germ band, yet i t s 
existence brings th is sawfly closer to Apis (Nelson, 1915) in 
matters of gastrulat ion. 
IS 
2* Development of the Mesoderm up to the formation 
of Mesodermal Tubes 
Only the origin of the mesoderm has been considered so 
far* In the following pages further development of th i s layer upto 
the formation of paired mesodermal tubes wil l be described* 
The ce l l s of the mesoderm that are proliferated either 
singly or in groups of two or more run into each other and begin 
to spread over along the inner surface of the outer layer , eventually 
forming a complete lining* The entire mesoderm in th is manner 
forms a continuous mass of ce l l s extending posteriorly from the 
labra i region upto the l a s t abdominal segment (Plate 7, Fig . 49)* 
In early stages the mesodermal ce l l s grow round the base of the 
stomodaeal invagination so that the pre- and post-oral mesoderm 
becomes continuous. As the invagination further deepens the 
mesodermal layer does not keep pace with i t and flanks the stomodaeum 
l a t e r a l l y . At about 18-hours a shallow median depression appears 
in the outer surface of the ectoderm i/hich forms the neural groove. 
Above the neural groove^Lies the single-layered median mesoderm from 
which blood ce l l s are produced. In the more l a t e r a l pa r t s , the 
mesoderm forms tiro or three layers* Following external segmentation of 
the embryo, segmental mesoderm becomes much thickened while the 
intersegmental par ts remain narrower (Plate 2, F igs , 13 and 15), 
Except th is pi l ing up of ce l l s in the segmental regions and a 
re la t ive ly thin mesoderm in the intersegments no well defined 
segmentation of the inner layer has been observed In Atha^ia proxlma. 
1? 
A similar condition has been reported by Shafiq (1954) in 
Pteronidea and by Nelson (1915) in the honey bee. As the buds 
of the appendages begin to grow in their respective segments the 
mesoderm extends into their developing cav i t i e s . 
The Mesoderm*! Tubes. During the period in which ce l l s are 
spreading out l a t e r a l l y (20-22-hours) a rounded ce l l mass appears 
along the l a t e r a l c res ts of the mesoderm on either side of the 
body (Plate 2, Figs , 11 and 12), These ce l l clumps are the 
rudiments of the mesodermal tubes and are found botti in the 
segmental and intersegmental regions. They form a continuous 
longitudinal solid band of ce l l s which extend from the second 
maxillary upto 13ie l a s t abdominal segment, In a transverse section 
each ce l l clump presents a rounded form, recal l ing the condition 
found in the extreme l a t e r a l par ts of the mesoderm in the 
segmental regions- of JEASEU (Eastham, 1930), In A. nroxima the 
ce l l s are closely packed in th i s region but upto this stage there i s 
no sign of a cavity. An hour or two l a t e r , a small circular 
cavity appears (Plate 2, F ig , 12 b , Coel) which gradually grows 
into a large s l i t - l i k e space forming the embryonic coelom (Fig,13), 
The development of coelomic cavity among insects 
usually occurs in the following two ways, as I l lus t ra ted by Locusta 
and Calandra. In frocusta,, unlike A. proxiaa^ the l a t e r a l mesoderm 
i s divided up into segmental groups forming segmental somites. 
The free l a t e r a l edges of the segmental mesoderm in each l a t e r a l 
half become folded over to enclose the coelomic cavity. This type 
of development, according to Hoorwel, (1937) hold* true for the head, 
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thorax and the f i r s t abdominal segment. In the regaining trunk 
segments the cavity appears as a r issure in the double-layered 
mesoderm. In Calandra a c le f t appears between the somatic and 
splanchnic layers of the segmental somites ^l lch forms the 
coelomlc cavi ty . 
In A. proxlraa i t appears quite probable that the ce l l s 
loosen and then migrate peripherally within the ce l l clump 
leaving a small circular cavity in the middle. Embryonic coelom 
so formed gradually grows into a large s l i t - l i k e space. I t may be 
pointed out that there i s no sequence in the order of formation of 
these cavit ies* Sporadic appearance of small cavi t ies in various 
regions of the ce l l clumps and theycoalescence of the adjacent 
cavi t ies eventually resu l t s in the formation of two continuous tubes 
running along the sides of the body. These are the rnGSodernal tubes 
(Plate 2 , Fig* 14, mest) which by t h i r t i e t h hour a t ta in their 
maximum development. Thev are connected with each other throughout 
their extent by the underlying main bulk of the mesoderm both in 
the segmental and intersegmental regions* 
Among the highly specialised insects, e .g . , Hymenoptera, 
segmental coelomlc sacs l ike those of Locusta do not occur. They 
are typically developed in Orthoptera and the lower pterygote orders. 
In the representatives of Hymenoptera the l a t e r a l mesoderm extends 
longitudinally as a continuous layer and the coelomlc cavity i s fused 
in a longitudinal direct ion. I t i s res t r ic ted to the latero-dorsal 
par t of the developing embryo. These structures have been termed as 
•mesoderm rohre» by Carriere and Burger (1897) in Chalicodmna,, and 
the term has since been retained by subsequent workers in \Aiich they 
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closely resemble in fate and form. In Chgifoodoma. in addition 
to the mesodermal tubes, paired segmental coelomic sacs have also 
been recorded, Carriere and Burger (1897) state* 
" . . • Sie sind durch querwande in Abschnitte abgeth«ilt | 
von denen je einer zu einem Mesodermsacke geh'ort. 
Die "Querwande befinden sich s t e t s in der mitte 
zwischen zwei mesodermsacken##.tt 
These mesodermal sacs are dorso-ventrally flattened and are 
situated me sal ly to the mesodermal tubes, Nelson (1915) quoting 
Burger (1897) says that the mesodermal sacs communicate intersegment-
a l ly with the mesodermal tubes of the corresponding side, Moreover, 
these tubes in Chal.lcodoma are divided by thin par t i t ions in the 
intersegmental regions. Ho structures comparable to these mesodermal 
sacs are present in A. proxiiaa . The mesodermal tubes of Aols 
(Nelson, 1915) extend from the middle of the secondmaxillary 
upto the eleventh trunk segment and closely resemble those of 
Atftalla and Pteronidea (Shafiq, 1964) in s t ructure . In transverse 
sections i t appears that the lumen of the tube i s narrower in the 
intersegmental than in the segmental regions. A similar condition 
has been reported by Nelson (1915) in the honey bee and by Shaflq 
(1954) in Pfieronlfleqt 
With the development of the mesodermal tubes the 
mesoderm becomes well defined, Though there i s no dist inct ion yet 
between the various component parts of the mesodermal layer, the 
terminology of Eastham (1930) has been adopted in the following 
account for descriptive convenience. The somftic, or that par t 
of the mesoderm which forms the mesodermal tubes, l i e s towards 
the dorso-lateral end of the embryo. Between i t and the median 
CO 
nosodorm i s tho oubsonltie tfaich5 co clreody statod5 extends into 
the cavi t ies of the/developing appendages (Plato 2V Fi2oi50co^2 sca)0 
In the segmental regiono9 par t icular ly or zns moras:, xt i s ssvoyuj. 
layers in thickness* The median mesoderm remains slngle^iayercfc 
throughout* The somitlc mesoderm may further be differentiated 
into an outer thick somatie and a re la t ively thinp inner visceral 
layer of the Eosodormal tube (Plate 29 Fig, 13) 5 both of which era 
continuous and encloco the coeloaic cavity. From the dorsal 
portion of the visceral wall arise the rudiments of tho enterle 
muscles. In the beginning these are in the form of a mesally 
directed ridge (Plate 29 Fig, 13, splm) one on either sldo of tho 
body
 ? but as they grow ventrally and dor sally they unite to form the 
muscular coat of the intest ine (Plate 35 F ig , 22 and Plate 5? Flg0 
32 cplm)e> This condition i s very similar to what has been described 
in i&&? (IIelsons 1915)» V7ith the development of the splanchnic 
ridge the visceral wall i s reduced to a thin layer of cello* This 
portion, as will be seen l a t e r s becomas closely associated with tho 
gorm ce l l s to form the ger&tal ridges» Tho mesally directed riiVp 
somotimoOj in se^tions5 gives an impression that the free IcOsrcl 
edges of the mesoderm are folded over to enclose the coclonie 
cavity and nay Icr". ';: n erroneous ccnclunicn that tho ccclcnio 
c-7Cty originates by folding over as in kofiimfca (Roonwal, 1937) end 
JZ&v>Q)aXteR (Shafiq, 1954)* Studies of the early stages clearly 
indicnta thct t':ir, lr> net possible since t '^c colonic e::vity o?pcc-?8 
*^"oro tho differentiation of the splanchnic ridge
 0 
Contc~^rr-T^-rr.r *rlti t>o development of tho splanchnic layes 
t jo yolk i s withdrawn from the radian and l a t e r a l pcrts of tho cn'bryoo 
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The epineural sinus so formed (Plate 3 , Fig . 22, Ips) becomes 
continuous with the coelomic cavity to give r ise to the definitive 
body-cavity. Another change that has occurod during th is par t of 
the development i s the precocious derangement of the mesodermal 
tubes in one or two anterior segnsnts. The tubes now extend from 
the third thoracic to the l a s t abdominal segment. 
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3 . Mesoderm of the Head Region. 
In the head region of A. proxima the mesoderm can be 
followed a3 a continuous layer upto the labral segment* Along the 
sides of the head, part icularly at the bases of tfoe appendages, the 
mesoderm becomes thick and extends into the developing appendicular 
cav i t i e s . In the middle of the head the ca l l s are scanty and are 
loosely spread over to form scattered masses. In the labrum i t i s 
represented by a bilobate cell-mass, which i s strongly suggestive 
of i t s paired origin. Coelomlc sacs are not formed in the head 
region of Athalia but the antenna! segment i s a notable exception. 
Antennarv Coelomlc sacst The mesoderm of the antennary segment 
provides special in teres t as i t gives r i*s to a pair of coclomic 
sacs (Plate 7, F ig . 50, ante) . The ce l l s of the mesoderm before 
the rhortening of the? embryo begins, are spread over i r regular ly 
but at the age of 30-hours they arrange to form a pair of coelomlc 
sacs. These sacs l i e under the brain and behind the bases of the 
ante/aal rudiments on either side of the stomodaeum. Their median 
walls are thicker than the outer ones (Plate 4 , Fig. 25) . The thin 
walled coelomlc sacs enclose the cosier-ic cavity -which does not 
extend into the hollow of the appendages. The antennary coelomlc 
sacs of Athalia correspond in position to those of A^jg (Nelson, 1915) 
and Caianara (Tiegs and Murray, 1938), but differ from the former 
in the absence of a mesodermal core going into ttie cavity of the 
antennal appendages, 
Antennarv coelcnic sacs have been recorded in a number of 
insec t s . In Hymenoptera they are stated to occur in AT>1S (Helton, 1915) 
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and Challcodoma (Carriere and Burger, 1397). Shaf iq (1954) has 
not described them in Pteronldea r in which case they probably 
escaped the observations of the wri ter . In the majority of forris 
where antennary coelomic sacs have been observed, they are shown 
to give r i se to the cephalic aorta. In Athalla proslmnf in 
addition to giving origin to the aorta and the antennary muscles, 
the antennary mesoderm forms an investment of the pharyngeal gaijlia 
and the corpora a l l a t a . This i s very similar to x^hat has been 
described in frocusta (Roonwal, 1937). 
Posteriorly, the antennary mesoderm i s connected with 
the mesoderm of the following segments, and from the second maxillary 
upto the l e s t abdominal segment i t forms the la te ra l mesodermal 
tubes. The general disposition of the mesoderm in the head region 
agrees in a l l essent ials with the observations made on Apis 
(Nelson, 1915). 
Subsequent changes in the mesoderm are principally 
concerned with the organogeny and shall be described under 
appropriate "leadings in the following chapters. 
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At tho age of 15V16«hours tho l a t e r a l boldero of tho 
germ band bocomo sl ight ly infolded so an to form a fold xjith 
tho overlying serosa* Similar folds appear on the cephalic 
and caudal extremities (Plat© 1, Pig* 95 cauf) a l l of which 
eventually becoso continuous*, Meanwhile the germ band considerably 
increases in length end decreases in \-jidthe During the procern of 
elongation i t s posterior extremity grows faster and cones to l l o 
on the dorsal surface of the egg. While curving round t";e no^torios.5 
pole i t does not oxaetly follow the eontourc of t'ic C33 but . 
inveginatos al ichl? info t*-e yslT-a ITTC:: the vsry ^egiunin:? there 
fclds arc t-rc^iaye^od and as devolopieent prc3rcnf.ee the herd atd 
t a i l folds grow towards each other unt i l they unite unci omenta tho 
gern band to form two continuous layers* TtiQ outer forrrrj t'ic 
ocrosa and the inner the amnion* The serosa covers tho cnt£i"3 
cos under the v i t e l l ine membrane (Plate ? s Fig* 4£)c Xtn cello 
continue to flr*!:_~ rrf. rnrs r i o*"t to ^cvr. C delicate neiv^enCo 
-lien fully differ cut late d the membrcnouo portion moastirco 
leS3«microno in thlcJcner.So Scattered thr^ghout i t s extent ore 
d i e t i n g srel l i i r ; - -Mich nark tho position of tho nucloio ilioy arc 
widely-spaced and oval in forn measuring 2--j£2z*r. in *.on~th crti 
nGC3..nicrcn') fji xcrdLlie Serosa ~e:.»-intc t i l l hatching takes plceo0 
As the :- ~S.~.-• pro^renrivoly differontiates a cavityc 
tho amniotic cavity maker i t c appearance between tho ?o~:cr and the 
jj"::>:7on'.c rudinent (I'igo 8 ) . St hen bean observed that t:'K' to 
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embryonic membranes, the amnion and the serosa, are closely 
applied to each other at cer tain points and yolk may be seen 
rare ly between the two. This condition should not, however, be 
taken as an evidence in support of the view that the amnion i s 
formed by progressive delamlnation from the outer serosa as has 
been claimed in some insects . The present writer feels that such 
a contact i s of l i t t l e significance, as such changes in tfoe free 
parts of the embryo are most l ikely to occur during fixation and 
subsequent manipulations. 
The ce l l s of the amnion spread out and at 18» hours, a 
delicate membrane i s formed which extends from the l a t e r a l margins 
to cover the ventral side of the embryo (Plate 1, Figs. 3 and 7 ) . 
Like the serosa, i t s nuclei are widely-spaced and are 7-micron* 
long and 3.2-mlcrons broad. During tiie aeaxt one or two hours the 
amnion breaks into small fragments and which for some time can be 
observed both in transverse and sag i t t a l sections (Plate 2, Fig . 11), 
I t s remanents attatehed to the l a t e ra l borders and the extremities 
of the embryo soon grow along the sides of the yolk and eventually 
meet over the dorsum. Thus the yolk for th% f i r s t time,at 24-hours, 
becomes enclosed by a delicate nucleated membrane forming what 
Roonwal (1937) ca l l s the provisional dorsal closure (Plate 3 , Fig;22 
and Plate 7 Fig, 49 pdc) • This membrane l i e s In clos* contact 
with the yolk and i t s nuclei resemble closely those of the amnion. 
I t pe r s i s t s t i l l the rplanc'inle layer end the companion ce l l s of 
the mesenteron rudiment enclose the yolk completely benejih i t . 
Following the definitive dorsal closure of the embryo th is membrane, 
in a l l probability, disintegrates thereafter. Roonwal (1937) 
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fioccribos tuo provisional dorsal closures in the cnbryo of ;Loenata« 
mo f i r s t , appears before blastokincsis end ZJCJS bctaccn the yolli 
and the embryonic inner surface. During blastokinesio th i s nstibrene 
i s said to tear stray at the edges -which soon gro:r round the yolk 
to form a layer that servas as a temporary nid»gut epithelium, 
According to Roonual (1937)5 th is membrane i s peculiar to Aerididae 
end i s not found in any other family of insects . I t nay bo of 
in te res t to note that a c ia i la r membrane has recontly been recorded 
in tho etono f ly Pte^onarcys _ proteu3 (Ilillor,, 1040) end jferaPJjB 
(Sander9 1956) union has been termed ao fontal jssmbranoS & 
cor respond tog structure in A« proxina does not develop, Tho 
provisional dorsal closure of th is insect corresponds uith tho 
second provisional dorsal closure of Locusta uhlch originates from 
tho amnion* Similar membranes have been reported in the barberry 
saufly p^?lo_t£r\a barber ides (Grabers 13S0) and in tho yzllcrj bora? 
noth Plaorlnla yir^lnlc""a (Jchnnncii; 2 ™ ) * 
'In c Irrs® number of insects., tho egen are surrounded 
by two embryonic envelopes,, the amnion and the serosa* In «£n|g 
only one embryonic envelope has beon recorded uhich ITelson (1915) 
ca l l s the amnion, Likexris© in Challcodoma (Carriere and B"irger9X897) 
and in the ant CeTun.onotns (Tanquary, 1913)but one membrane i s 
formed. In the sauflies (Hvlotona,, Ptexonidea) -Kins far studied 
Cr_3 in A, nrjoxtea both the embryonic membranes develop, Whilst 
Shefiq (1954) In pf&r.onfcfec ^sports that the ennlon i s a t ransi tory 
s t ructure, Graber (1SD0/ in Hglotoina hold" that both the embryonic 
envelopes develop and pers i s t t i l l the hatching of the cr.b^yo takes 
T3lC30. 
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K - YOLK CELIS 
During the period of peripheral migration of 
cleavage ce l l s some are l e f t behind in the yolk to form the 
primary yolk c e l l s . In other insects a variable number of 
peripheral ce l l s has been observed to migrate back into the 
yolk. These, according to their time of origin ;have been 
termed as secondary yolk c e l l s , While Shafiq (1964) in 
Pteronidea r i b e s i l has reported only primary yolk c e l l s , there 
i s ample evidence to regard the existence of two types of yolk 
ce l l s in A. proxlma. 
In sections of eggs 8-12-hours old there are seen 
scattered throughout the yolk mass deeply staining islands 
of protoplasm containing several yolk nuclei . These nuclei 
ei ther occur singly or abundantly in groups of two or more 
(Plate 3 , Fig, 24 yc,,). They stain deeply in haematoxylin 
and closely resemble in appearance cleavage ce l l s that have 
recently migrated to egg periphery. In the present account 
these have been regarded as primary yolk c e l l s . 
After the establishment of the germ band yolk ce l l s 
of the second order make their appearance, a l l differing from 
the primary ce l l s both in their size and general appearance. 
They usually occur singly enmeshed in the protoplasmic ret iculua 
and possess large rounded nuclei with a d is t inc t nuclear 
membrane (Plate 3 , Fig. 20 yc2) , In the beginning they present 
a s t e l l a t e appearance but as the embryo grows the surrounding 
cytoplasm becomes scanty and the ce l l s appear more or less rounded. 
This i s at l ea s t their appearance by about the middle of 
development (45-46 hours)« These ce l l s have been termed as 
secondary yolk ce l l s as they appear at a l a t e r period than the 
primary yolk c e l l s . Counts made show that in early stages 
(20-30-hours) as many as 40-50-cells may be present in one 
t r a v e r s e section. With the advancing age of the embryo 
their number i s considerably reduced (20-26 cel ls ) un t i l a t 
the close of the embryonic l i f e only few ce l l s (8-12) are seen 
in the yolk mass. In an embryo about to hatch they disappear 
altogether. In the advanced embryos tfoey have a tendency to 
congregate, each cluster containing 2-6 or more c e l l s . Some of 
these clusters along with the small yolk spheres have been observed 
clinging to the psjidopodia-llke outgrowths of the mid-gut 
> 
epi the l ia l c e l l s . Before hatching the yolk spherules disappear 
leaving alone, a t some places, a mass which does not stain with 
haematoxylin. In and around these masses are seen picnotic 
remains of the yolk c e l l s . 
The origin of the secondary yolk ce l l s i s obscure. 
Their dis t inct ive appearance and large size suggests their 
probable origin from the ce l l s of the thickened ventral blastoderm, 
although such a migration has taken place unobserved. During the 
formation of the blastoderm a certain number of nuclei have been 
observed in the middle of the cor t ica l layer but i t could not be 
determined \jhether these nuclei become incorporated into the 
blastoderm or migrate back into the yolk to become secondary 
yolk c e l l s . Their origin from the primary ce l l s through progressive 
transformation i s a poss ibi l i ty which can not be to ta l ly l e f t out 
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of consideration. 
Yolk ce l l s have been observed dividing mitotically 
by Tiegs and Murray (1938) in Calandrar by Nelson (1915) in honey 
bee, by Eastham (1927) in Pier ls and others . Amitotic division 
has also been recorded by several workers (vide Johannsen and Buttf 
1941)k In pol ls^ is (Marshall and Dernehl, 19065 quoted by Tiegs and 
Murray, 1938) mitosis was observed during early phases which i s 
subsequently replaced by amitotic division. No division in yolk 
ce l l s has been reported in Pteronidea (Shafiq, 1964), In 
A. proximay except at a few doutful places, yolk ce l l s have not 
been observed dividing mitot ical ly . Rarely ce l l s nay be observed 
in pairs which gives an impression that they might have recently 
divided. 
Yolk ce l l s or vltellophages have been assigned the 
function of liquefying the yolk* There i s no direct evidence in 
A»proxliqa to regard these ce l l s as assist ing in the absorption of 
yolk. However, the gradual f a l l in the concentration of the yolk 
ce l l s xdLth the advancing age of the embryo appears to be direct ly 
a t t r ibutable to the decreasing amount of yolk in the mid-intest ine. 
Final ly at a time when the yolk i s completely absorbed no yolk 
ce l l s are seen at a l l . 
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X • DEVELOPMENT OF THE EMBRYO WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO EXTERNAL FORM 
The blastoderm of A. proxima. soon after its 
establishment at 12-hours, undergoes differentiation into an 
embryonic and an extra-embryonic part. The cells on the ventral 
side rapidly increase in number to form the germ band, while on 
the dorsal side they thin out and flatten to form the serosa. 
Sixteen hours after the beginning of development the 
embryonic rudiment for the first time becomes visible externally 
as a whitish strip closely applied to the yolk on the ventral side 
of the egg. In the early stages of development it is confined to 
the ventral surface but before segmentation and the appearance of 
rudiments of the appendages it elongates rapidly. With the 
elongation of the germ band the caudal extremity curves round the 
posterior pole of the egg and comes to lie on its dorsal surface, 
A caudal flexure so formed carries the tail end dorsally to about 
one third of the distance from the anterior pole, and in sections 
It appears to be deeply invaginated into tye yolk. The cephalic 
end does not participate to any marked extent in the dorsal flexure 
of the embryo. In majority of eggs it grows a little round the 
anterior pole of the egg but does not come up well over the dorsal 
surface. The head lobes (protocephalie region) as they grow and 
enlarge, spread up the sides of the yolk and their rounded curled 
external margins sink slightly into the yolk. At about this stage 
the germ band becomes differentiated into a broad protocephalie or 
primary head region and a narrower protocormic or primary trunk 
region. 
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Among other insects viz., Plerls tEastaham,l927) 
both the extremities take part in the dorsal flexure so that 
the two ends of the embryo become closely approximated on the 
dorsal side of the egg. In Calandra (Tiegs and Murray, 1938) 
the tail grows over dorsally towards the anterior pole, in the 
meantime the anterior extremity aoves until at a time when 
the embryo reaches its maximum length, the head and tail are close 
together at the anterior pole. In Pteronldea (Shafiq, 1954) the 
anterior end does not extend up to the anterior pole of the egg so 
that there is a hood of yolk in front of the germ band. 
1» Segmentation 
The elongation of the germ band has been described 
upto a stage vjhere it extends upto the poles and the posterior 
extremity comes to lie on the dorsal surface of the egg. At this 
time when the germ band reaches its maximum length the first 
signs of the external segmentation become apparent. With the onset 
of the process of segmentation ihe germ band becomes indented by 
the formation of transverse furrows in the ectoderm. These furrows 
soon deepen to form grooves which mark off the boundaries of the 
s 
individual segments. The ttan^rerse ectodermal furrows are more 
dependable as indications of the body segments since in A. proxima 
the mesoderm does not undergo a well defined segmentation. As the 
embryo begins to elongate the anterior portion of the germ band 
expands laterally to form the broad lateral head lobes 
(protocephalon). The posterior portion remains narrow and forms 
m 
the trunk region (protocom)
 e Tho f i r s t segmental furrou 
appears at the hind ond of the protocephalon \faleh. dcriarcatoo 
i t from tho pest of the trunk region* Soan similar mQtaiaoi-iu 
furrows appear in regular succession from beforo backwards in the 
region of the protocorm which becomes marked off estarnolly into 
o series of :.*oll defined segnonts* In Locusta^ Roont/al (1SS3) 
describes that the protocorm f i r s t divides into threo major 
divisions or ncero~cs;3s tfiich l a t e r subdivide into definitivo 
segments*. In /L»_rsyreima the definitive segments are added 
poster iorly in succession coon after the f i r s t segment i s 
formed in the trunk region,, 
Before tho external segmentation i s completod a t 
24*»hours the appendicular buds begin to appear from their 
respective segments and the individual segments becomo cloa^ly 
demarcated* In the head region the labrum i s formed from paired 
hollow outgrowth of the ctoderm and tho antennae arise a> 
backuardly directed processos0 In the intorcalaT? rcgicn true 
segmental W)-nQT&~z~~ c?e not CSLV.IS b~t the transi tory rrjellingo 
tl-'-.t repeal5 consist of nourogenle tissue which i s continuous with 
the neural ridgos of the anterior part of the embryo* There i s no 
trace of a preantennary segment. Of tho three gnathal appendages 
belonging to tho f i r s t throe protocoraie segments, tho f i r s t pair 
forcing the mandibles i s the largest from the very boginningo Tho 
thoracic appendagen rc-.ain ma-t czr-yl:.:'z-z c:? a l l the body 
appendageso Thoca of the abdc-'Ir.t:"'. .va*ion are forced lc.Sci». 
The nsiinun nu^cr.5 of sagnents t*it'j £c:,v. I V t'Klcnen 
of pr^-aitivc iF~rrl;- 5.i telvc {TIZZ ~c\v:n::zn anu Buttr, IC£L)o 
Tho t~~nincl r e c e n t bearing the csns io trlthout appendagese 
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Twelve segments have also been reported in Challcodoma 
(Carriere abd Burger, 1897)* Generally in the embryos of 
pterygote Insects only eleven segments are formed as in Apis 
(Nelson, 1915), in Locusta (Roonwal, 1936), in Calandra 
(Tiegs and Murray, 1938), in Corvnodes (Paterson, 1936)and others. 
^ Pteronldea (Shaf iq, 1954) only ten segments have been recorded. 
*
n A
- -proxiisa ten abdominal segments can be counted in the early 
stages but in the older embryos the l a s t three segments fuse to 
forn* one large segment. Thus in a larva only 8 abdominal segments 
are present in addition to a terminal anus bearing telson 
(Plate 6., Fig. 40 t l ) . 
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2 , Shortening of the Embryo and the Development of the 
Body Form 
The embryonic rudiment at the ago of 23»hours 
presents the form of a thick segmented band lying in close 
contact with the yolk. I t s posterior end and to a lesser 
extent the anterior comes over to the dorsal side and invaginates 
into the yolk (Text Fig. 2 ) . Of fee tr.ro embryonic membrane s-
amnion and serosa, the former rupturos on the ventral side while 
the l a t t e r pers i s t s throughout the embryonic^life. During the 
following next few hours the embryo un&ergoos a process of 
shortening or contraction in i t s long axis which eventually 
resu l t s in the approximation of fee body segments^ Before 
shortening commences the anus points dorsally and fee south 
in an antcro-dorsal direction, With Vie contraction of fee body 
the mouth moves down ventrally and the anus describes approximately 
an elliptical arch about the posterior pole before i t reaches i t s 
f ina l position close to the mouth at the anterior pole of the egg. 
During these movements the main body of the embryo does not 
substantially changes i t s position In so far as i t s longitudinal 
axis coincides with feat of the egg. The series of external changes 
tha t occur during th i s part of the development are briefly 
described as follows* 
The process of shortening may be described as taking 
place in two stages. These stages are not sharply defined but 
Jrrporcsptibly pass into one another in a continuous process of 
of development and merely as a matter of convenience have been 
Text-Fig. 3 
Text-Fig, 3. Lateral view of an embryo daring the first stage 
of shortening* The embryo has been dissected oat 
of the egg membranes. Hote the antero-postarior 
compression of the yolk mass due to arching doim 
of the embryo. The head and thoracic appendages 
are prominent. 32-b.otirs. 
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adopted in the following account. 
Stage 1 (26-34-hour s ) . During i n i t i a l stages of shortening the 
embryo exhibits marked curvature on the ventral side and looks 
l ike an inverted arch closely applied to the yolk mass. Tho 
yolk i t se l f bulges out along tJie dorsal and l a t e r a l sides of the 
egg (Text-Fig* 3 ) , The arching down of the embryo can be 
explained by assuming that the forces of contraction ere mainly 
concentrated at the two pivoted extremities* Ho novencnts of 
these sunken ends being possible at th is stage, the increasing 
pressure manifests i t s e l f mainly in an antero-postorior compression 
of the yolk which bulges out prominently at the free surfaces and 
the egg as a whole appears rounded. 
The development of the body i s steadily progressing 
and the form of tho embryo can be easily recognised externally. 
The head and thoracic appendages have grown considei»ably and can 
be readily identif ied. The labral lobes have fused but a notch 
s t i l l pe r s i s t s . Under the lebrum i s tho circular depression of 
the stonodaeum. The backwardlr directed antennae are s t i l l pre-
oral in posit ion. The protocerebral lobes have further enlarged and 
have grown up the sides of the head. The neural groove presents 
the form of a gutter on the ventral, side of the enbryo. The 
abdominal segments are bet ter defined but there i s yet no indication 
of the abdominal appendages. The l a t e r a l wall of three or four 
posterior segments begins to r i se up to In i t i a t e the dorsal closure* 
Stage 11 (34-44-hours). The embryo continues to shorten, and 
ultimately the sunken e:rtremities are pulled out so as to l i e more 
superficially over the yolk, VJith further contraction of the body 
I, abd, 
Text-Fig-4 
Text^Fig. 4. Lateral view of an embryo soon after shortening. 
Egg membrane and thoracic appendages not dram* 
Hote the apex of the abdomen flexing round ventrally. 
About 46-hoors. 
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the posterlor end completely frees i t se l f f i !c: t'.io yolk and i s 
gradually withdrem from the dorsal surface. Ilscnwhllc t*io nostcs?icc: 
segments are completed with the union of the l a t e r a l bndy~T.:^ll 
along the mld«dorsal line* The posterior extremity uovoo *&CX£I 
and the anus begins to point postero«dorsallye In th is 
intermediate position tho enbryo presents tho forn of a boat uf.th 
the yolk enclosed in between the two ends, As tho embryo 
shortens further the posterior abdominal region strai^htonc out 
and l i e s par a l l ol to the l<n^ asis r-f t*:e egg, Eha anus not? 
pointing postericr ly l i e s at the posterior pole, The enbryo 
has straightenod out and carr ies the yolk mass over i t s bce!i0 
fhe anterior end also exhibits marked changes by tho 
movement of tho mouth aperture from the antero»dorsal to an 
anterior and f inal ly to i t s definitive ventral, posit ion, Eho 
antennae novo 1;eel: end occupy a p?e«ersl position*, 5>e roct 
of the head appendages which have grown considerably novo in a 
manner so as to correspond with the changos in the position of 
the moufche Tho gnathal appendages aro projecting prominently 
and become segmented5 the mandibles having acquired a massivo 
form (Test-Fig, 4 ) . The protocerebral lobes have consolidated 
and with the dorsal closure of the head assume more or l ess 
their definit ive form* The abdominal appendages begin to appeal' 
as rounded proiTubaranees from 1«0 rcfr- inal segments,, Tho pair 
on 0h3 f'r': T—-:;it i s re la t ive ly poorly developed and disappears 
before hatching 
!Tt.c cie^tcninc lo erglctoc 
Uhilc ce~ anting on t':s rechenicn of r>ortoning of tho 
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embryos of DEOfmofrUfr melajjagssjfcer., Demerec (1941) states 
that th is process Is very incompletely understood. He 
savst 
"From a consideration of the normal development 
i t might be concluded that shortening i s a 
consequence of the attachment and early contraction 
of the longitudinal muscles. However, shortening 
i s a regular feature in Notch-deficient embryos (Poulson, 1940, 1946a), in which the ventral 
hypoderm i s lacking and musculature i s only 
pa r t i a l ly differentiated. Thus something other 
than muscle contraction as such i s involved." 
*n Athalla proxima at a time *>hen contraction begins the 
myogenic ce l l s are in a very rudimentary state and can not be 
differentiated from the r e s t of the mesodermal c e l l s . By 
the time muscle differentiation occurs (54-58-hours) shortening 
i s v i r tua l ly complete (44-hours), Thus i t can be definitely 
stated that in th i s insect the muscles are in no way involved 
in the contraction mechanism. 
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3 e Further development of the Embryo unt i l the 
Larval Form con bo recognized 
In the courso of nest few hours tho embryo becomes 
flosed ventrcl ly, S?his change in form i s the resu l t of rapid 
groi/th of the apes of the abdomen ventrally and then s t ra ight 
towards tho head endo With th i s revolution of the ab&cmon tho 
embryo l i o s fo?,dcd upon i t s e l f vith mouth and anus closely 
approximated at the anterior pole (Plate 8, Fig, 57 and Plate 
6 , Fig« 40)« At a time when the t a i l end floses round ventrally 
the l a t e r a l body~wall grows upwards to effect the dorsal cloouro 
of the embryo in the thoras and the reot of th© abdominal region 
and encloses the yol3i irithin the body. Another inportant chango 
that occurs during th is period of development i s the fusion of 
tho l a s t threo abdominal segments {Bv 9$ 10) to form enc lavco 
terminal segment* She f i r s t pair of abdominal cp~cntLc;;as 
disappears before hatching and only rcvsi ?ci.»n of p r o l o g pe r s i s t 
In the larva© "en - r l i x r- r-ii-r^loc C.vclcp en tho f i r s t tt"o 
thesesic and tho abdominal segments, fhe larval form i s thus 
attained and tho larva I s ready to hatch* 
Trr- **;c c'zzro t>rrj>t-".ni l': '.-"11 ">o notot" t*.:r.t .'"h-J&rj 
the -recces of elongation tho caudal extremity of tho gom brad 
grows over and comos to l i e on tho dorsal sur face At the tlmo of 
shortening I t i s viXb.Csam and tho embryo straightens out so that 
tho tr.:o extremities l i e at the op^orito pclcne An groirth 
^••ojrcsrocp the do::r,tl flcsrure i s Grrcheiscd for ventral one 
£9 
with the resu l t that the extremities become reversed in 
position with rospect to the yolko Those scr ies of chengoo 
are duo to tho movements of incomplete blastokinesis e ^hoy 
are chiefly duo to the progressive growth and contraction of tho 
body and ;therefore; can not be compared with the remarkable 
movements of complete blastokinosis exhibited by the embryos of 
Orthoptera and Odonota. Similar views have been expressed by 
Sf^ ftthpiL_CU)27). i a ^ i e s i S ^ d Shaf iq (1954) in Pteronidoa6 
Further, observations on tho development of the body form chow that 
thero i s much in common so far as gross changes in the oxtornal 
form are concerned between Aa jagoj^trnju, gtoronideaji^^bo.r^^ end 
JgJlgEiS-gjoncaa Zn a l l these insects tho abdominal segments teko 
par t in the revolution of the embryo to at tain a ventrally flexed 
condition. The cephalic end remains throughout at tho anterior 
pole of tho egg and unlike Eler i s i t i s not effectively involved 
in any cophallc blastokinesioe In Aplg^ blastokinetie movements 
have not boon observed© 
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XI - THE APPENDAGES 
1 . The Head and Thoracic Appendages 
The appendages of A, proxlma arise as paired hollow 
outgrowths cf the body-wall. As they grow the segmental mesoderm 
extends into their developing cav i t i es . All the appendages do 
not develop simultaneously, those of the head and thorax are 
formed f i r s t followed by ot&ers on the abdominal segments* The 
abdominal appendages with t£ie exception of the f i r s t pair are 
retained as prolegs in the larva. 
( i ) The Labrum. There i s some variation in the time of appearance 
of the labrum. In certain embryos i t arises at a time when the 
appendicular buds are forming in the head region (24-26-hours), 
while In others i t does not appear unt i l they become well defined. 
In ei ther case i t develops as a pair of fa int swellings situated 
in the mid-line and at the extreme anterior end of the embryo 
(Plate 6, F ig . 41), As the labral rudiments grow they fuse to form 
a single large rounded structure with a median notch that gives the 
labrum a bif id appearance. With the development of the protocephalic 
region i t becomes much enlarged and over-hangs the circular depression 
of the stomodaeum. Anteriorly the pre-oral mesoderm f i l l s the 
cavity of the labral rudiment and in early stages presents the 
form of a bilobed mass connected medially (Fig. 41) . Similar 
paired mesodermal masses have also been recorded in Challcodoma 
(Carriere and Burger, 1897) in Pier Is (Eastham, 1927) and in 
Pteronidea (Shafiq, 1954). Nelson (1915) however, records an 
unpaired origin of the labrum in Apis. 
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The nature of the labrum as a true segmental 
appendage has been a subject of some discussion, 
Embryologists generally agree that a segmental appendage 
arises in ontogeny as a paired hollow ectodermal 
evaginationscontaining a pair of coelomic sacs. It will 
be noted that labral coelomic sacs as such have been 
described only in a few insects viz., Carausius morosus 
(Wiesmann, 1926, quoted by Roonwal, 1937); Rhodnlus prolixus 
(Hellanby, 1936); Locusta (Roonwal, 1937); Bterpnareya 
(Miller, 1940) and more recently In, Pwilla (Sander,1956), 
Their occurrence in the above mentioned insects, apart 
from other considerations, affords substantial evidence 
to regard labrum as a structure homologous to other body 
appendages. 
Among the Hymenoptera such coelomic sacs do 
not develop and this is not to be expected as paired 
somites are not formed in any of the body segments 
except the antenna!• In such cases it has been argued 
that the paired mesodermal masses developing in 
association with the labral rudiments are indicative of 
collapsed or disorganised coelomic sacs and that they 
reflect upon the paired origin of the labrunu In 
A„ proxlmajthough there is no evidence of the coelomic 
sacs having disorganised but the paired masses of the 
mesoderm are suggestive of a paired origin of the labrum. 
Accordingly, the present writer associates himself with 
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the generally accepted view to regard the labrua as in 
appendicular structure of the head, 
( i i ) The Antennae. In A. prosiiaaT as in other insects , 
the antennae when f i r s t make their appearance are post-
oral in position. Their f inal pre-oral position seems 
to be in response to the mechanical necessity brought 
upon them due to re la t ive growth of parts in the head 
region. At the age of 24-26-hours the antennary rudiments 
arise as backwardly directed papillae from the postero-
ventral margin of the protocephalic region. They rapidly 
elongate and their developing cavi t ies become f i l l ed 
with the segmental mesoderm. As the head gradually 
assumes i t s definitive form the antennae appear as 
conical pegs pointing in a antero-dorsal direction(Text-
Fig. 4 ) . 
( i l l ) The Intercalary Appendages. In the premandibular 
or intercalary segment paired appendages are not formed. 
At the time when the embryo undergoes shortening sl ight 
swellings appear in th is region, but soon disappear 
before the embryo straightens out. Transverse sections 
passing through th is region show that these swellings 
mainly contain neurogenic t issue belonging to the 
t r i tocerebral ganglion and an inconspicuous sass of 
mesodermal cells* Nelson (1915) has described similar 
swellings in Apis in the intercalary segment and Shafiq 
(1954) records them in Pteronldea between the rudiments 
of the antennae and mandibles. These swellings are 
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t ransi tory and consist of neurogenic t issue which Nelson 
c a l l s , Exaggerated ganglionic swellings*« Their fate 
i s very pimilar to what has been described for A. proxlma. 
In Calandra (Tiegs and Murray, 1938) also there are no 
appendages associated with the intercalary segment* In 
Locusfo (Roonwal, 1937) the intercalary appendage i s 
represented by a thickening of the ectoderm but no 
definite evagination of the body-wall has been observed. 
This thickening according to the author l a s t s for a long 
time but disappears before hatching, 
(lv) The Gnathal Appendages* In the following three 
gnathal segments, the mandibular and the f i r s t and second 
maxillary, paired rounded ectodermal protuberances 
appear on the sides of the segmental areas. These 
are the rudiments of the gnathal appendages. Of the 
three pa i rs , the f i r s t forming the mandibles i s the largest 
from the very beginning (Text-Figs, 2 and 4 ) , The f i r s t 
and second maxillae grow more rapidly than the mandibles 
and appear l ike digi ta te processes. At the age of 30»hours 
they have grown considerably and the mandibles have 
acquired massive form. The mandibles look l ike stout pegs 
which have s l ight thickenings towards their mesal surfaces. 
During the next few hours a l l these appendages come close 
to each other along the nedian l i n e . At about th i s time 
the f i r s t and second maxillae become transversely constricted 
to form a basal and a d i s ta l portion. The r ight and l e f t 
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halves of the protocephalie region now begin to r i s e up 
and fuse in the mid-dorsal l i ne , to be followed by a 
similar fusion in the gnathal segments. The fusion of 
the two components of the second maxilla occurs at about 
46~48-hours. Before hatching a l l the appendages become 
well developed* The mandibles l i e part ly concealed 
between the labrum and the maxillae, 
(v) The Thoracic Appendages. The three pairs of walling 
legs develop as paired papillae from their respective 
segments at the age of 24«*26-.hours« They rapidly elongate 
and become directed backwards. Further development of 
the legs i s temporarily retarded unt i l the head i s 
definitely constituted, after which they grow much faster 
and extend a few segments ahead of their own segment. 
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2* The Abdominal Appendages 
The rudiments of the abdominal appendages 
appear six or seven hours after the formation of head 
and thoracic appendages* They arise simultaneously as 
bulbiform protuberances from the ventral side of 1-8 
abdominal segments* As they grow and elongate the segmental 
mesoderm extends into their developing cavities* The first pair 
of abdominal limbs gradually disappears before hatching while 
the remaining 7 pairs persist as prologs in the various larva 
instars. 
Rudimentary abdominal appendages have also been 
recorded in Chalicodoma (Carriere and Burger, 1897) but 
Nelson (1915) did not find any in the embryos of AnA&a 
Among Tenthredinidae, on the other hand, wall developed 
embrvonic appendages are formed in the embryos most of which 
persist as prologs in the larvae. Thus Graber (1890) 
reports 12-fcalrs in Hvlotoma and Shaf iq (1954) 
records them on segments 2-7 and 10 in the embryos of 
Pteronldea. The abdominal limbs of the larva of A. prosima 
are directly derived from the appendages on 2-8 segments* 
Similarly in the Lepldoptera the abdominal legs of the 
caterpillars of Chaerocanma (Friedmann, 1934) and those 
of Pieris (Eastham, 1930) have been shown to h« d#n»iv»<q 
from abdominal appendages on 3-6 and 10 segments. 
The pieuropodla. Considerable interest centres round the 
first pair of abdominal appendages forming the pleuropodia* 
In A» nroxlma all the appendages appear simultaneously but 
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the pleuropodia from the very beginning are only a l i t t l e 
smaller than but similar in appearance to the r e s t of the 
appendages on the following trunk segments. They a t ta in 
maximum development a t a time when the embryo i s undergoing 
ventral flexure (40-48«hours). A pleuropodium when fully 
developed appears conical with a broad base and a bluntly 
rounded apex. I t i s continuous with the body-wall by I t s 
base and not through a stalk as shown by Roonwal (1937) 
in Lpcusta. With the advancing age of the embryo they 
gradually shrivel up and at about 72*hours appear as 
short conical stumps pressed between the third thoracic 
and the second abdominal segnents* 3efore the close of 
the embryonic l i f e (96-hours) they disappear altogether. 
The true nature of the pleuropodia as segmental 
appendages can hardly be questioned. They arise as segmental 
outgrowth of the body-wall into which extends the segmental 
mesoderm. Histologically pleuropodial ce l l s appear l ike 
the r e s t of the body-wall ce l l s but in other insects v i z , , 
Locusta (Roonwal, 1937), Pteronarcvs (Miller, 1940) and 
Pvyj^a (Sander, 1956) they are large and glandular. In 
Pteronarcvs the pleuropodia are l ike spherical glands 
embedded in the ventral wall of the segment with a large 
f i b r i l l a r tuf t projecting out of i t . The entire structure 
degenerates before hatching. Miller (1940) regards them 
as pleuropodial glands whose secretion serves as •hatching 
enzyme*, Recently Sander (1956) has described in Pvr i i la 
similar pleuropodia with uncertain function. Among 
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Tenthredinldae apart from their phylogenetlc significance 
they are of l i t t l e in teres t as they are stated to be 
absent in f>terQnj,3eq (Shafiq, 1964), and in Hvlotoma 
(Graber, 1890) they are said to disappear in the l a t e 
embryonic l i f e - a fate similar to what has been recorded 
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XII - SEGMENTATION OP THE HEAD 
The ent i re problem of heed segmentation in 
insects res t s largely on what i s considered to consti tute 
a segment. The c r i t e r i a vjhich are accepted as indicative 
of a segment are the presence of (1) a pair of coelomic 
cav i t i es , (11) a pair of appendages; and ( i l l ) a 
neuromere, Embryologists, therefore, t r i ed to find out 
these structures or their homologues in a part icular 
area in order to declfer i t a segment. I t i s , however, 
significant to note that serious d i f f icul t ies arise in 
the interpretat ion of head segments due to the supression 
of one or more of the above characters. Thus coelomic 
sacs, for instance, are known to be present in the primitive 
groups but in the higher forms (Diptera) they disappear 
altogether. Further, I t has usually been observed that the 
development of the -csoderzal sonltes i s followed by 
erternal segmentation of the body but the reverse may also 
be true for In some insects the ectoderm has been recorded 
to undergo segmentation before the formation of somites 
as in Pier ls (Easthan, 1927) and in the t a i l piece of 
FtaYffl\gffcyS (Ki l ler , 1940), 
In A, prosimat as well as In other representatives 
of Hymenoptera (Chellcodorzia, Apis and Pteronidea), the 
mesoderm undergoes an ill-defined segmentation. Consequently, 
the development of the nesodera does not lend much 
support in the identif ication of the segmental areas in 
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tho embryonic rudiment. In tho present s tate of Im^TXcdgo 
i t appears that at l eas t s i s segments v i s , , tho labralp 
the antennary9 the intorcalery and the following thrco 
gnathnl segaonts contribute to the formation of the head© 
The labral .serment*. An independent labral sograsnt has been 
postulated on the ba&io of labral appendages and the 
neuromere, there being no trees of the eoelomic cavitioa0 
The labruza arises from paired rudiments union unlto to 
form a single large, structure;* The icbral mesoderm is in 
tho form of a bllobate mass xihich ref lec ts upon i t s paired 
origin. There i s no external groove uhich demarcates the 
Icbral segment from the res t of the Protocephalon end tho 
protocerebrum i s i t s neuromere0 
^efen^qpnag^sapna.n-ft.,, Out of a l l tho segments in tho head 
region only the antenna! segment conforms to the s t r i c t 
definition of a segment as supported by the usual evidence 
of a pair of eoelomic cavity5, a pair of appendage and e 
neuromerao I t has already been pointed out Ciet eeelei&o 
sees crc zr» friixC in cny : : ; . ; L't~.-_nto except tho 
entonnajL fie so sac a appear at the age of 30*»hours end 
are c lear ly seen both in the transverse and sag i t te l 
sections* They l i e near the bases of th© antonnal rudimnents0 
The e n t e n t e CL>- \;%r ccs-.3Ztn £~-«z-tczor, ifaich develop 
CJ pciroC hollov outgrowths of tho cctoSc-a end era i i i r^vctod 
by tho ontonnuT. ::^rcso Those nerves arise frota tho 
dautccorc^a ' ;./'... ;:":£eh consti tutes tho nsui'cicro or 
thic oosnsnto 
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The .infleycal ,ar,y,, segment,. Externally the intercalary s c l e n t 
comes to view during the early stage of shortening of the 
embryo (26-34«hours) „ Between 30»34«hours i t remains quito 
d i s t inc t as a segment interpolated between the mandibular 
and antennary segments. Beyond th i s stage i t disappears 
altogether, There aro no true appendagos associated with 
th i s segment. The tritocerebrum by virtue of i t s posi t ion 
i s regarded here as i t s neuromere© This i s further supported 
by tho fact that tho transitory swellings that appear in 
th is region consist of mainly neurogenic t issue which 
belongs to the t r i tocerebral ganalia0 
The three miathat. rerTmritn,, The crrlct-jnc of tho throo 
snaths! enr .cut"- t'tc rcnfiibulrc and the f i r s t and second 
maxillary can hardly be denied,, Originally those three 
segments belong to the protocorm but as growth progresses 
they become incorporated into the protocephalon to form a 
composite head region. Corresponding to each of these 
segments there i s a pair of appendages and a neuroaeroe 
The number of segments entering into tho 
construction of an insect head has been variously estimated 
co renting between 4 to 9, While there i s considerable 
agreement regarding the existence of f i re segments, vizo p 
antennary, intercalary, mandibular, maxillary and lab ia l 
bohind the antennae, opinions differ widely as to tho 
number of segments formed in front of the antennal sogmontc 
Cortaln wor teo (Uiosman, 1926? Roonwci. 1937; end ll i i icr, 1940) 
claim the existence of two segnents- the l e b r d end tho 
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preantennary in front of the antenna and those alone with 
the fitfe following consti tute the seven-segmented heed of 
insects* According to others (Easthem,1930) only tho 
labral segment can be recognised but not the preantennary 
so as to point to the G«segmented nature of the insect 
hoado A summary of the l i t e ra tu re has been given by 
Eaotham (1930) but in the following account only tuo 
outstanding views shall be considered,. 
On the basis of comparative studies of c^rphology 
and embryology of Annelida and Arthropoda, Snodgraoo(lD33) 
has maintained and further developed the idea of c3L:cn 
among the incects0 ^c ccntcnin t'iv/i t'ia region of the 
cstircpcf. 'iz fl lying anterior to the mandibular or intercalary 
segment represents the acron homologous to tho prostomlum 
of the annelids. This regioa i s primarily unsegmented and 
bears the eyess the labrum, the preantonnae and the antennae,. 
The proto«cum~doutocerobpal elements of the brain of tho 
arthropods for the same reason i s co^rpcrable with the 
crehicercbrun of the annelids as i s evident from the following 
passage of Bnodsrascs 
RTho osact par a l l ism in structure and development 
between the cephalic lobo of tho arthropod 
enbryo and the prostomium of polycheoto trorn(A) 
cci jtrinly c u t s e t s c r x ^ c l c ^ i c c l ICcntiOy 
between the tiro orgenoo In neither i s there 
ever any external nark of segmentation^ or 
d i rect evidence r.r «::a cc^lucneo of more 
primitive ccjrrntSo0 
He holds tho vlcu that so far en known tho coclcrle sees 
of f ie CCSEJICL i-zzlon are bent developed in the highep 
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arthropods and do not appear to bo primitive structures© 
In the same paper (1938) ho remarks s 
raTho principal ground for the generally 
accepted belief that the acronal region of 
tho arthropod embryo contains one or moro 
nCGphGlised somites® i s the occurrence of 
temporary eoelomie sacs in th is region. 
Howeverp i t has not been shown that tho 
presence of cavi t ies in the cephalic 
mesoderm i s necessarily indicative of 
somites* and i t would seem that the burden 
of proof should bo on the positive sido 
of th i s question*" 
The f i r s t true somite according to th i s view i s represented 
by the tr i tocorobral segment* 
Roonwal (1939) i s not prepared to accept th i s 
new definition of ecron in insects and asserts that on 
cmbryological ground tho existence of both tho labral and 
preantonnary segments can not bo denied* This idoa io 
based upon tho ear l ie r observations of Wiesmen(1926) on 
the s t ick-insect Carausiua morosus in which a pair each 
of the coelomic sacs and the appendages has been demonstrated 
both in the labral and the preantennary segments* Those 
together with the antennary, intercalary and the following 
three gnathal sogoonts form the seven-segmented head of 
CeyausiuSft Roonwal (1937) in Locuatn records the labral 
coelomic sacs but not the preantennary sacs or the segmental 
appendages but s t i l l regards the ho ad of kocjxsjfca as composed 
of seven segments* He sayst 
wo o * The number of segments composing the 
head of Locusta M_gr_ator_ia,is sovonP cc 
supportod by the ucucl c^lcLc^ec f ro- the 
coelonic cavi t ies , apBondcgeo5 end ncuroaoreoe 
Tlila in in agreement with tho findings of 
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Wiesman (1926) in Carausfos morosus where, 
besides a labral coelom, a preantennary 
coelom as well as a preantennary pair of 
appendages are present. Neither of these 
l a s t two structures are present in Locusta 
migratoria f but the existence of the 
preantennary segment here i s indicated by 
a neuromere, v i z . , the protocerebrum . . «tt 
Roonwal in his next paper (1939) Just i f ies th is conclusion 
by giving a new interpretation of the composition of the 
insect protocerebrum and saysi 
w
. . . the protocerebrum must be regarded as 
primarily composed of two pairs of true 
ganglia, i . e . . of two neuromeres. By virtue 
of their position, the median or the inner 
pair of these ganglia ( thi rd pair of protoeerebral 
lobe) i s to be regarded as belonging to the 
second or preantennal segment of the head, and 
the middle or outer pair (second pai r of 
protoeerebral lobe) to the f i r s t or labral 
segment (Table 1)"# 
The present writer agrees with Tiegs and Murray 
(1938) when they remark! 
tt
. • . While the ganglia of the oral segment on 
the other hand i s greatly enlarged, i t s three 
components being clearly demarcated. There i s , 
however* no cer tain evidence that these lobes 
are indicative of d is t inc t segments, or that 
one of them i s the ganglion of the abortive 
preantennary segment • . •" 
Further, neurological studies of the post-embryonic 
stages indicate that the labrum i s innervated by the tr i tocerebra 
ganglion which i s undoubtedly the neuromere of the intercalary 
or the third post-oral segment. How then can labrum which i s 
morphologically the most anterior par t of the hea$, be 
innervated by the ganglion of the third segment ? Roonwal(1939) 
i s convinced of the discrepancy and says* 
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"The tritocerobruia be long T'ithcut doubtP to 
tho intercalary and not to tho !&x?cl renncnto 
£o to "why the labrun should bo fjinor^atca not 
by i t s own neuromero but by one lying throe 
segments behind i t , yot remains to be shousPo 
fhls i s a si tuation -which presents serious 
diff iculty in recognizing an independent status of tho 
labra l segment. 
Apart from th i s , insects in tjhich tho development 
of tko labrum has been carefully v/orked out but d is t inc t 
coelomic sacs hove not been recorded I t has boen shoun that 
the paired ^orodormal masses of the labral rudiments ere 
strongly sustentive of i t s paired origin, This cn£nr;otio->$ 
i t may be pointed out, i s not entirely SnraaD to cri t icism 
as there r r - ?.-r-traces rhcrc en unpaired origin has elco 
been recorded o<>g„, Aziz (Eelson, 1915)„ However, thio 
evidence alone i s not sufficient to Justify f inal conclusions 
regarding tho existence of a labral segment for i t s t i l l can 
not be definitely stated that an independent nouroaere i s 
formed in association v/ith the labral rudiment* On the other 
hand the composite nature of the insect protocercbrum con 
not be denied although i t s t i l l remains to be proved that 
one of i t s component lobe belongs to the labrum as i s 
suggested by Roomral (1939)«, A careful study of tho 
innervation of the Icbrm in t*:o c . ^ r e i i c stages i s , therefore^ 
necessary to shed more l ight on th is pointe 
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K i l l ~ THE I-ESCLES ARD THE FAT BODY 
Ag development progresses the mesodermal layer 
becomes much enlarged by further addition of c e l l s . In tho 
thoracic region i t extends into the developing appendicular 
cavit ies* Ti l l about 30-hours of age tho col ls of tho 
mesoderm are compactly arranged but in the next feu houro 
they begin to differentiate into their component strands. 
Soon af tertr&?ds; in an embryo 40«45-hours old; mucclec, 
fa t body and vascular anlage become vis ibly distinguishable) 
from other mesodermal ce l l s (Plato 35 Fig, 22) 0 The 
splanchnic mesoderm which was ear l ier seen ao c mc^cliy 
directed ridge has nou srcr.n oor.uiCci t^jly in close arsociotion 
\!ith tho cz'-jnion. ce l l s of tho mid«gut rudiment, Tho tiro 
splanchnic layors of ei ther side grow towards each othei? sad 
f inal ly unite dor sally and ventrally to enclose the m£d«.gut 
epithelium* The muscular layers of the mid»gut are eventually 
derived from these mesodermal c e l l s . 
The principal muscles of the trunk are derived 
from two sources (Plate 5, Fig, 32)t 
(1) Those formed from tho subsomltic mesoderm include tho 
ventral lons i tud lnd cucclcr: cr.2 fiz : .xeslss of t i e sypondegos, 
Tho former crico as groups of small ce l l s which develop into 
multinucleate fibres before the definitive dorsal closure of 
the embryo (Fig0 32 5 vlm)0 
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( i l ) Those arising from the somatic wall of the mesodermal 
tubes include the dorsal longitudinal muscles. These 
muscles develop on either side of the heart rudiments and 
above the dorsal diaphragm (Fig. 32, dim). The development 
of multinucleate fibres in th is region occurs after the 
dorsal closure of the embryo i s completed in the trunk 
region. 
The muscles of the stomodaeum and proctodaeum 
develop from ce l l s that surround them from the very beginning 
(Plate 3 , Fig, 23 and Plate 8, Fig. 57). Their differentiation 
into longitudinal and circular muscle fibres takes place at 
about 70-hours of incubation. In the head region the 
mesodermal ce l l s are irregularly distributed along the sides 
and give r i se principally to the muscles of the appendages^ 
In the antennal segment, as already stated, i t 
forms a peir of coelonic sacs. The labral muscles are fewer, 
while the abductors and adductors of the mandibles are 
strongly developed. Their tubular tendons are Inserted 
on the respective mandibular apodemes. The muscles of the 
maxillae and the labium are re la t ive ly poorly developed. 
From the foregoing account i t will be noted that 
the changes in the mesoderm leading to the formation of 
principal muscles in Athalla are strikingly similar to what 
has been recorded in Apis (Helson, 1915) and Pier la 
(Eastham, 1930). In the present material, deta i ls of 
myogenesis have not been worked out. However, preliminary 
observations show that the myogenic ce l l s elongate and 
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forma delicate myofibril at one end. Such cells in large 
numbers align themselves in a particular direction and 
fuse together to form the multinucleate muscles fibres 
(Plate 3, Figs, 18a and b ) . 
The fat body. - In Athalla the fat body is represented 
in two parts (Plate 5, Fig, 32, f ) , 
(i) The visceral fat body v/hich is a bulky mass of fat 
cells occupying considerable space in the body cavity and 
arising fron the subsomitic mesoderm. 
(ii) The dorsal fat body which is formed from such cells of 
the somatic layer of the mesodermal tubes that ere not 
utilized in the formation of the dorsal longitudinal muscles. 
This portion of the fat body lies on either side of the 
heart above the dorsal diaphragm. 
The fat cells are large and vacuolated. Their 
differentiation occurs slnultaneously with the myogenic 
cells. Soon they become connected together to form a 
meshwork. Late in the embryonic life the fat body spreads 
out extensively in the haenocoele, 
*n A. proxima and several other insects the fat 
body originates from somatic layer. But in Apis (Helson,1915) 
and Chalicodoma (Carriere and Burger, 1897) the main bulk of 
the fat body arises from the visceral layer of the mesoderm. 
The balance of evidence, however, is in favour of its origin 
from the somatic layer (vide Johannsen and Butt, 1941), 
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XI? ~ THE CEPHALIC IOTAGIITATI0E3 
In an embryo 30=>32«hoiirs old a series of paired 
ectodermal invaginations are formed in the head region© Tho 
f i r s t pair i s located behind the antennao9 tho second elocc 
to the bases of the mandibles while tho third and fourth 
pairs arise behind the f i r s t and second maxillae respectively,, 
Of these four pair3 of invaginations the f i r s t and the third 
pairs give r i s e to the tentorium, the second forms tho 
mandibular apodoaes and the l a s t pair develops into tho 
lab ia l glandso 
•ffhO-JtFblqi, ,CR BjHK_plaodq, At the age of 30-hours the lab ia l 
glands arise as flask-shaped invaginations clo^e to tho 
bases of the second maxillae on ei ther side of the neural 
groove (Plato 4? Fige 30, s lg i ) 0 Those infoldlngs coon 
grow into thick blind tubes \rhich are lined with a singlo 
layer of c e l l s . The glando grot; posteriorly into the abdominal 
region l a t e r a l to the alimentary canal and soon bocomo 
'tfrnchedo Hie brancas of the s i lk glands resemble closely 
the developing ti'celice in a tecnorcrc:: -^2tion0 Thscc should 
not las confused v l th each other because the l inen of tho 
former i s much uicler than that of the l a t t e r (Plate 5, Fig033)0 
As the glaad? grow farther into tho abdomen the glandule? 
portion becomos iroll differentiated,, The gland ce l l s are 
large and rounded and each opens independently into tho 
collcctinc bs?aiehofl by short ducts© a t about 48~hou?s rhca 
Cfto pnircd second mairillae unite ncdieliy to fern tho labium 
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the anterior portions of the glands ( la te rc l dsicto) 
approach each other and fuse to form the common oHL; 
duct (Plate 10? Figs . 66 and 67) • I t opens externally 
by means of a single median orif ice at the hyphopharynx<> 
Posteriorly the segmental extent of the glands could not 
bo established tilth certainty because of the ventral flcarure 
of the embryo, but at about 6S~hours thoy appear to extend 
a l i t t l e beyond tho seventh abdominal segment* 
Tho Tentorium. The f i r s t pair of cephalic invaginations, 
referred to above9 i s situated between the antennae and 
the mandibles and gives r i s e to the anterior tentor ial 
arms. The posterior tentor ial arms arine fro~ cSiiiici? 
invaginatioir ^cjreen tl:c f i r r t end rscond mrrillae* £L1 
thr-c infsiclir^s are tubular and are lined with a single 
layer of cells* The anterior arms are longer and more 
slender than the posterior ones (Plate 109 Fig« 69)« As tho 
anterior arms grow bafcards and downwards and tho postorior 
in a forward direction?their apices fuse with occh cthss to 
form a flattened structure - the body cf tho tontoriua0 Tho 
fusion occurs behind t*io cireunoasophageal commissure at 
about 40-ho'x.n of incubation,. An ondos3ielcton so fovned 
i s supported at four points on the cranial wall and serves 
for the attachment of important nueeloa. Chitinizotlon 
of the tenteriun begins a t about 80-houPo of cge* 
3^.1ZttWtf\j-s_£r*af~-?ji«. ZT-zo ::m£lbtaci' rpodemss arise frco 
a strongly i.zrzl^z: pr i r of Lnvr'jinrtions arising behind 
tho bases of t'lo nandiblos» Like the tentorium those 
apodenos are hollow end aro lined prominently with ch5.tlne 
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The mandibular apodemes l i e l a t e ra l to the developing 
tentorium and in traSverse sections present a crescentio 
appearance (Plate 10, F ig . 70), Later they become the 
functional apodemes of the adductor muscles of the 
mandibles* 
The foregoing account of the cephalic 
invaginations agrees in main with fee account given for 
Pterorqdea (Shafiq, 1954); A ^ (Kelson, 1915) j CfraUcpdoisa 
(Carrlere and Burger, 1897) and Pier is (Easthai, 1930). 
In P ie r i s and the yellow Boar moth Piacr is la virpini(f?a 
(Johannsen, 1929) in addition to the s i lk glands another 
pair of invaginations forming the *hypostigmatic gland1 
has been described to occur near tfae roots of the second 
maxillae. In Pier is i t arises in such a close association 
with the posterior tentorial arms that Easthem i s inclined 
to regard i t as belonging to the maxUlsry rathar than the 
lab ia l segment. The present writer fai led to find any such 
invagination either in the f i r s t or second maxillary segment. 
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X? «, THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
The alimentary canal of insects consists of three 
major portions, v i z . , fore«gut, midgut and hincUguto 
Embryologists are in general agreement regarding the ectodermal 
origin of the fore-and hind-guts but considerable difference of 
opinion exis ts on the origin of the mld«gut epithelium* 
1 # The Stomodaeum 
In A _^_pr_oxlma at the age of about 22-hour s a shallot? 
ectodermal depression appears a l i t t l e behind the anterior end 
of the embryo* This i s the ea r l i e s t indication of the stomodaeel 
invagination*, As i t grows i t acquires a tabular form t?ith i t s 
blind end directed obliquely (Plate 3, Fig. 21 and Plato 4P Fig„ 28) c 
I t s external opening represents the future mouth* As devolopment 
progresses and the head becomes wall defined the mouth moves from 
the antero-dorsal to i t s definitive ventral position* ?his ehengo 
in form i s accompanied by a considerable elongation of tho 
otoznScouzo Z/z c'zz'it <C£°hourc the blind end of the sto^odcann 
expands a l i t t l e and i t s wall becomes infolded so as to forn four 
internal ridges (Plate 8, Fig* 5S); \rhich present in transverse 
section a oter«shaped appearance* This portion ultimatoly 
contributes to tltc fornatlon of the stonodaeal vdvo 0 £ho ce l l s 
forming the floor of the cspczi-^ "bli-d end thin out to form o 
delicate limiting membrane which serves as a tc-norrry pcr t i t ion 
batuecn the fcivc^ut rnd the dGVGlcpiiig Did»gut (Figo0 <L0 and 56) „ 
Tho development of otosodcoun in A,, nroirlna in oinllcr 
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to that of Apis (Nelson, 1915) except in one important respect. 
In the honey bee, nelson reports that the limiting membrane is 
formed from cells of the anterior mid-gut rudiment, which at an 
early stage become closely associated with the blind end to form a 
delicate membrane. In A. proxima it is formed from the stomodaetua 
itself and is, therefore, ectodermal in origin. 
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2« The Mid-gut 
( i ) TJao^anMrJ-or mia~<mt ruflims,nft (Plate 3 , Fig* 21 and Plato 4P 
Fig* 285 amgo)o 
At the ago of about 16-hours the anterior mid~gut 
rudiment develops a l i t t l e behind the anterior t ip of the germ 
bande At the place where i t begins to form the ce l l s of the 
germ band become irregularly distributed,, This i s followed 
by active proliferation which continues for some time and the 
l iberated ce l l s become heaped up to form a rounded swelling* 
As the rudiment increases in bulk by further addition of cello 
i t becomes compact. The ce l l s of the rudiment are generally 
rounded and stain uniformly with the r e s t of the germ bando 
While these col ls are being proliferated tho inner layer bogino 
to be formed from the median portion of the germ bande ;JJhosQ 
mesodermal ce l l s soon spread over and cntorlorly become confluent 
with the antes?ioij ni6»3Ut rofiicsnfc* I t i s at th i s stago that the 
ce l l s of the rudiment and those of the inner layer arc d i f f icu l t 
to idontify because of their similari ty in forms sise and their 
staining reactiono* A few hours l a te r 5 when the ribbono of collo 
grow out from the rudiment the dist inction between the two types 
of c e l l s becomes apparent (Plate 39 Figa 225 mgo)« During th i s 
period of development the germ band rapidly increases in length 
and carr ies along " i th i t £ie cntarior nicUgut ru&lnent to a r.orc 
Cereal position en the anterior pole of tho ogg. Tho ctc~3dc3im 
develops at the s i te of the rudiment and co i t srous to ffona a 
blind tube, the l e t t e r i s carried f c r t t o Into the yolk* 
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(ii) The posterior mid-gut rudiment (Plate 2, Fig. 16 and Plate 7, 
Fig. 49 pmg.). 
Early stages of formation of the posterior mid-gut 
rudiment are difficult to follow because of the manner in which the 
caudal extremity curves round the posterior pole of the egg and 
comes to lie on the dorsal surface. It is, however, fairly certain 
that the posterior rudiment also arises in the same manner as its 
counterpart in the anterior region. It is distinctly larger than 
the anterior rudiment and lies In the last abdominal segment. With 
the elongation of the germ band it is carried to the dorsal side 
and Occupies the fold formed by the Invaginated posterior extremity. 
The cells of the mesoderm and those of "fee posterior rudiment 
become confluent and run indlstingulshably into one another. 
It has already been pointed out that the stomodaeum and 
proctodaeum as they grow, push these rudiments to a more internal 
position. Finally, the anterior rudiment comes to lie as two 
masses along the ventro-lateral sides of the stomodaeum and the 
posterior rudiment appears as two groups of cells associated with 
the blind end of the proctodaeum (Plate 3, Fig. 23, pmgi. The 
cells of the two rudiments are identical. As development progresses 
the posterior tip of the anterior mid-gut rudiment forms two bands 
(ribbons) of cells which grow posteriorly between tiie yolk and the 
splanchnic layer. A similar pair of ribbons is formed from the 
posterior rudiment. These paired ribbons grow in opposite directions 
and finally unite. The cells soon begin to spread out ventrally 
and enclose the yolk completely from the ventral side (Plate 5, 
Fig. 32), Dorsally it remains uncovered by the mid-gut cells 
until such time as the definitive dorsal closure is completely* 
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formed. At about 52-hours the l a t e r a l edges of the embryo begin 
to grow upwards along the sides of the yolk to effect the dorsal 
closure. Along with th i s , the fast spreading mid-gut ce l l s from 
opposite sides r i se upwards and with the dorsal closure of the 
body (56-58-hours) they unite mid-dorsally to enclose the yolk 
within a cel lular envelope from which the mid-gut epithelium 
is derived (Plate 5, Fig, 36), 
The ce l l s of the mid-gut undergo several changes before 
they a t ta in their definitive form. At the age of 70-75-hours 
t a l l vacuolated ce l l s appear and pseudopodia-llke outgrowths are 
formed from their free ends (Plate 6, Fig , 42), Before the larva 
hatches a considerable amount of yolk has been used up and only 
a few scattered spherules can be observed in the gut. Some of 
the yolk spherules l i e in close contact with the pseudopodia and 
are probably engulfed by them. 
The question of germ layers in insects i s intimately 
connected with the origin of the mid-gut epithelium and the ro le 
played by the yolk c e l l s . Considerable amount of l i t e ra tu re has 
accumulated on the subject and i t i s to be noted that inspite 
of numerous attempts to homologize the germ layers no uniformity 
of interpretat ion has been arrived a t . In many eases as Eastham 
(1930) remarkst 
*• • . want of agreement rests on differences of 
opinion rather than differences of concrete results 
obtained*. 
Aside from the difficulties that may arise due to imperfect 
technique, the embryologists are sometimes confronted with certain 
unsurmountable experimental difficulties. The writer can not 
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refrain quoting Demerec (1950) In this connection. He says« 
"Those working on insect embryology are severely 
restricted by their inability to alter the position 
of cells at will, with operative" techniques, in order 
to ascertain the total as well as the actual potencies 
of the cells In various regions of the organism at the 
time separation into parts* that is, layers, occurs. 
Because of this lack, the insect embryologist is 
limited therefore to interpretations of the specificity 
or non-specificity of the germ layers based primarily 
on observation rather than on observation plus 
experiment". 
At present it is not intended to add anything new to 
the existing germ layer controversy, but it seems more profitable 
to interpret the present observations in the light of the views 
expressed by earlier workers* It will be seen that several 
writers (Nelson, Eastham, Roonwal and others) have adequately 
reviewed the subject and there is a discussion on this controversial 
aatter in the book on insect embryology by Johannsen and Butt(l941), 
Eastham1 s( 1930) review is particularly enlightening. The following 
important views regarding the origin of the endoderm in insects 
have been summarily adopted from hia review. The position according 
to him can be reduced to three different expressions of opinion , 
(i) Mid-gut originates from anterior and posterior mesenteron 
rudiments. 
This view has several supporters. Some of the writers v i e , , 
Henson (1932) Shafiq (1954) and others maintain that these rudiments 
arise through a combination of mesodermal and endodermal layers and 
should, therefore, be considered as mesoendodermal in or igin. 
On the other hand, Carriere and Burger (1897) in Chalicodoma 
Claim that these rudiments arise independently of the mesoderm. 
This view was part ly accepted by Nelson (1915) in the honey bee 
and i s endorsed by the present writer In A, proxima. 
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( i i ) Endoderm i s embryonic and i s represented by yolk c e l l s . The 
larval mid-gut i s derived from the blind ends of the storaodaeum and 
proctodaeum and should, therefore, be considered as ectodermal in 
or igin. 
Observations of several workers on Coleoptera, Lepidoptera and 
Orthoptera are in favour of th is view. 
( i l l ) True endoderraal midgut exis ts and i s represented by yolk 
c e l l s . 
Eastham maintains that the theory of mid-gut originating from yolk 
ce l l s has been questioned several times by workers on insect 
embryology and should,therefore,be l e f t out of consideration. I t 
should, however, be pointed out that in recent years the in teres t 
in the yolk ce l l origin of the mid-gut has been renewed by the 
observations of Stuart (1935) on the grass-hopper, Melanonlus 
d i f fe ren t ia l I s . He has shown that before hatching occurs the 
yolk ce l l s (vitellophags) move towards the periphery, divide and 
give r i se to definitive raid-gut epithelium. From the observations 
on the development of A. nroxima i t i s pret ty certain that the 
yolk ce l l s do not take part in the formation of mid-gut epithelium. 
Although, yolk ce l l s are present in large numbers at the time of 
mid-gut differentiation and occasionally few ce l l s may be observed 
lying close to the developing mid-gut ce l l s , yet neither their number 
nor position can warrant any favourable conclusion. They can be 
c lear ly distinguished from the mid-gut ce l l s by their large size 
and the form of the nuclei . 
The possibi l i ty of the mid-gut originating from the 
blind ends of the storaodaeum and proctodaeum in A. proxima i s 
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equally improbable since the mid-gut rudiments are formed 
much before the l a t t e r appear* The mid-gut in th is Pawfly 
i s bipolar in origin and th i s conclusion i s in agreement 
with the findings of Carriere and Burger (1897) in Chalicodomar 
Helson (1915) in the honey bee and Shaf iq (1954) in the 
gooseberry sawfly. 
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3 , The Proctodaeum 
The proctodaeum in A, proxlma i s formed before the 
stomodaeunu Another interesting feature is that i t does not _ 
originate in the usual way as an ectodermal invagination but i s 
contributed both by a portion of the amnion and the germ band. 
I t has already been described ear l ie r that the germ 
band after i t s establishment begins to elongate rapidly. I t s 
posterior extremity grows faster and at the age of 18-20-hours 
comes to l i e on the dorsal surface deeply burrled into the yolk. 
This invaginated posterior end carr ies a l l along i t s way the 
amnion which, as already stated, extends as a continuous membrane 
on the ventral side of the embryo (Plate 2 , Pig. 16), During the 
next one or two hours the amnion ruptures on the ventral side and 
ultimately disappears, leaving behind a small fragment which i s 
continuous with the invaginated end of the germ band. The free 
end of th i s amniotic rudiment soon grows over dorsally to from 
the provisional dorsal closure (Plate 3, Figs . 17 and 23 pdc). The 
invaginated portion of the amnion and the ?erm band in due course 
of time gives r i se to the proctodaeum. This amnio-proctodaeal 
invagination, as i t may now be called, further deepens and in 
sag i t t a l sections presents the form of a bent U with i t s ventral wall 
thicker than the dorsal one. Soon, however, both the walls become 
uniforafly thickened. Between these two walls i s the posterior 
amniotic cavity (Fig. 16, pamcav) which shall be subsequently 
termed the amnio-proctodaeal cavity, as i t i s from th is cavity 
that the lumen of the proctodaeum develops. The proctodaeum 
progressively differentiates and l i e s on the dorsal side of the 
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egg with i t s external opening (the future anus) pointing dorsally. 
With the shortening of the embryo and the consequent shifting of 
the caudal extremity the proctodaeum undergoes several changes of 
position with respect to the body axis . Finally, at the time when 
the larval form is recognizable i t becomes para l le l to the long 
axis,with the anus pointing anteriorly* Towards i t s blind end, 
a t the age of about 34-hour sf a thin limiting membrane develops 
which undoubtedly arises by the thinning out of ce l l s of the 
proctodaeal wall and has, therefore, been regarded as ectodermal 
in origin. I t screens off the hind-gut from the mid-gut but l a t e 
in the embryonic l i f e i t ruptures to allow free communication 
between the former and the l a t t e r . 
The early development of proctodaeum in A, proxima i s 
very similar to what has been recorded by Butt (1949) In 
Oncopeltus and more recently by Sender (1S5S) in Pvr i l la . In both 
th3S0 Insects the dorsal wall is claimed to be amniotic in origin 
while the ventral one i s contributed by the embryo proper. In the 
other Hymenoptera the proctodaeum develops as a simple invagination 
in common with the majority of Insect embryos. 
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XVI - THE EXCRETORY ST55TEM 
The Malpighian Tubules. 
The Malpighian tubles first make their appearance at 
the age of 28-hours. They arise as ectodermal evaginations from 
the proctodaeal wall very close to its blind end (Plate 3, Fig, 
17, mt)• They rapidly elongate as blind tubes and are soon thrown 
into folds so that their actual extent could not be determined with 
certainty* Each tuble in cross-section presents a circular 
appearance with a small lumen bounded by 4 or 5 cells* These cells 
posses large rounded nuclei* From the very beginning the lumen 
of the tubule is continuous with that of the proctodaeum* 
Interesting cases of the development of Malpighian 
tubles before the formation of proctodaeun have been reoorded 
by Kelson (1915) in Apis and by Carriere and Burger (1897) in 
Chalicodoma. In the honey bee Nelson has observed four pit-like 
depressions at the extreme end of the germ band on the dorsal 
side of the egg* These rudiments of the Malpighian tubules 
appear before the ectodermal area included between them becomes 
depressed to form the proctodaeal invagination and for obvious 
reasons have been regarded as ectodermal in origin. While there 
is general agreement on the ectodermal nature of the Malpighian 
tubles, Henson (1932) has taken exception in regarding them as 
endodermal in origin. From his investigations on Pieris brasslcae 
(Henson, 1932) he concludes that the functional part of the tubule 
is derived from the endodermal interstitial rings and it is only 
the lower part of the tubule, forming the common tube, that arises 
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from the wall of the proetodaeuuu His l a t e r studies on 
Ca^liphora (Henson, 1945$ quoted by Demerec, 1950) confirmed 
th is view. Similar views are held by Demerec (1950) on 
ProspphHa. In support of th i s view Henson (1932) has attempted 
to homologize the stomodaeum and proetodaeum of ££$££§ embryos 
with the oral and anal l i p s of the blastopore of Perinatus. 
Roonwal (1937) i s not prepared to accept th is mode of origin 
of the malpighian tubules and says in a foot-note t 
"• . . the blastopore of Perlpatus i s formed 
simultaneously with the differentiation of the 
endo-mesoderm, The stomodaeal and proctodaeal 
invaginations of Pleris* on the other hand, 
appear long after the differentiation of the 
endo-mesoderm (inner layer)* Consequently, the 
stomodaeum and proctodaeum and the malpighian 
tubules must be regarded as purely ectodermal1*. 
*a ha proxima the evidence thus far available goes to prove 
that these malpighian tubules are purely ectodermal s t ructures . 
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XVII - THE BLOOD-VASCULAR SYSTEM 
1. The Body Cavity 
Tho rc&inonts of the body cavity appear as a resu l t 
of withdraw! of yolk from the median l ine above the neural 
groove, A space so formed between the embryo and the yolk i s 
the eplneural sinus. At the age of 34-hours the median mesoderm 
as such has disappeared and the blood col ls are released Into 
th i s space (Plate 9, Figs* 58 and 59)* Progressive withdraw! 
of yolk from the l a t e ra l regions of the embryo similarly leaves 
behind two l a t e r a l cavi t ies which subsequently unite with tho 
median cavity to form a continuous eplneural sinus* Although 
the median cavity usuclly appecrs f i r s t but in certain regions 
of tho body? part icularly thorax, the l a t e ra l sinuses are formed 
at a time when tho median portion hardly shows any indication 
of a developing cavity* 
As development progresses the mesodermal tubes 
disorganise and the contained coelomlc cavity merges into the 
eplneural sinus in the following manner. At the age of about 
40-hours the l a t e r a l mesoderm comprising the somitic and 
subsoi-tic portions! begins to differentiate into I t s component 
strands* Along the dorso-lateral margins of the mesodermal tubes 
tho ccrdloblcsts become distinguishable fron tho other noscdernci 
c o l l s . The par t i a l break-down of the single layered visceral waH 
of the mesodermal tube causes m opening through which tho 
e p i d u r a l sinus communicates with the coelomlc cavity (Plate 3 f 
Fig* 22). Later as i t completely disappears (except In those 
segments where tho genital ridges are formed) the two cavit ies 
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become continuous. 
In certain insects the communication between the 
coeloaic cavity and the eplneural sinus is established by the 
conversion of the walls of the coelomic sacs into fatty tissue. 
Thus in Apis (Nelson, 1915) the visceral wall of the mesodermal 
tube which forms the two nain divisions of the fat body splits 
to establish this communication. In Chalicodoma (Carriere and 
Burger, 1897) a similar fate of the visceral wall has been 
recorded. In Locusta migratoria (Roonwal, 1937) the walls of the 
dorsal coelomic pouches are converted into fat. In Plerls ranae 
(Eastham, 1930) and Calandra (Tiegs and Murray, 1933) likewise, 
the formation of the fat from the ventral and mesal walls of 
the coelomic sacs respectively lends to an open communication 
between these two cavities. In Pvrilla (Sander, 1956) it has 
been shown that an open communication exists from the very 
beginning. 
The common description given for the merger of 
coelom into the epineural sinus by the conversion of the trails 
of the somite Into fatty tissue does not hold good for A. proxiiqa. 
In the present sawfly tho two cavities become continuous by 
the disintegration of the visceral wall itself (Plate 3, Fig, 22), 
The fatty tissue, as will be seen later, is formed from the somatic 
wall of the mesodermal tube and the subsomitic mesoderm. 
2 e Tho Dorsal Vossol 
Tho differentiation of the nosodernal strands i s 
in i t ia ted when tho single«layered visceral wall of the cosodcpnol 
tube i s broken dotm. The somatic muscles begin to foin close-
to the ectoderm, The splanchnic layer5 rhich in tho ear l ie r stages 
forized o ucoclly directed pid^c5 has no:: grown to form a d is t inc t 
laye? ulth u2.fc-.3ut ce l l s clorely applied to it*, Tlie fa t body has 
not qulto differentiated* £.ong the doreo-leteral wall of tho 
mesodermal tuho ce l l s bogin to loosen and fop the f i r s t timo heart 
onlcgcn make their appearance (Plat© 35 F ig , 22s cbl) 0 
The dorsal vessel i s formed by tho cardloblsts uhich 
appear at the age of 40°houF3 along tho dorcc^lotcnrl bordors of 
the mesodermal teboco These heert rudlr^snts rro forced on ci ther 
side of tho body end extend posteriorly from the second maxillary 
to the l a s t abdominal segraento In a transverse section tho group 
of cardioblasts appears li&e a cluster of loose col ls tMeh aro 
l a t e ra l ly applied to the oetodermc Centrally some of then oro 
connected z&$i\ r. necodemol col l Gtrcntl fomlng the cnlcGO of tho 
dorsal diaphragm and mesally a few cytoplssaio strands connect 
the innermost cerdioblasts with tho splanchnic layor (Plato 5, 
Fig* 31) o A rl-Slc? connection of the cordloblaotn with tho 
splanchnic layer has been recorded in A^M (Poison, ISIS) and 
RXa&n (Eeothrr^ 1C30)0 Ccrdioblcetn e?o elongated ce l l s and 
oro s l ight ly larger than tho adjacent nosoderiaal ce l l s 0 Their 
number i s vorirKLOo Counts ahou thct en en average 6*.? col ls 
are soon on oithor side of a cross-ceetione 
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One or two hours l a te r the clusters of cardioblasts 
become compact to form two rows of cel lular strands (Plate 5, F ig , 
32 c b l ) . Meanwhile the number of ce l l s In each strand has 
considerably decreased (2-3 ce l l s per cross-section). As the 
l a t e r a l body wall begins to r i se up to effect the dorsal closure 
of the embryo, the heart rudiments are carried along with i t and 
for some time l i e with dorsal ends apposed to each other 
(Fig, 33 and 34), Gradually they come closer and severe their 
connection with the splanchnic layer. The apposed heart rudiments 
remain approximated to each other for some time and actual contact 
between their dorso-medlal and ventro-medial surfaces takes 
place l a t e r . Finally at the age of about 55-56-hours they assume 
more or less a crescentic form and with the dorsal closure of the 
embryo they unite to form a tubular heart (Figs, 36 and 37), The 
formation of heart occurs in a postero- anterior direction as in 
Drosophila (Poulson, 1935)j in Locusta mlqratorla (Roonwal,1937) 
and in many other insects . The newly formed heart re tains i t s 
connection for some time with the overlying hypodermis but with the 
separation of the l a t t e r the heart r es t s mid-dorsally over the 
dorsal diaphragm. 
The cavity of the heart arises by the union of paired 
l a t e r a l blood sinuses which appear at an early stage of development. 
I t has already been stated that at the age of 38-40-hours the 
faid-gut ce l l s have arranged to form a layer applied closely to the 
splanchnic mesoderm along the ventral s ide . As i t grow* dorsally 
and glides along the under surface of the amnion (Provisional dorsal 
closure) , a swace i s l e f t on either side of the median l ine above 
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the l a t e r a l cres t of the mesoderm. The paired l a t e ra l blood 
sinuses so formed are inconspicuous in the beginning, l a t e r 
when the cardioblasts differentiate and form strands these 
sinuses become prominent. Each sinus i s bounded l a t e ra l ly by the 
ectoderm, mesally by the mid-gut epithelium and ventrally by 
the cardioblasts (Plate 5, Pigs . 32 and 33, l b s ) . In transverse 
sections i t presents a more or less spindle-shaped appearance and 
blood ce l l s are often found in these sinuses. During upward 
growth of the l a t e r a l body wall they are carried dor sally and 
with -fee dorsal closure of the embryo the two l a t e ra l blood 
sinuses become closely approximated. Following dorsal closure of 
the embryo the hypodermis separates from the underlying t issue 
and the two sinuses unite to form a single large mid-dorsal blood 
*inus (Fig. 34, mds). I t i s bounded dorsally by the hypodermis, 
ventrally by the dorsal diaphragm and l a t e ra l ly by the cardioblasts . 
Final ly , when the cardioblasts of either side unite, the enclosed 
space narrows down to form the lumen of the heart . 
In Locusta migratorla (Roonwal, 1937) two pairs of 
embryonic l a t e ra l blood sinuses have been recorded. The f i r s t 
pair ar ises before blastokinesls and i s bounded dorsally by the 
provisional dorsal closure. During blastokinesis the provisional 
dorsal closure breaks away from the edges of the germ band and 
curls upwards to bound the yolk for some time. The f i r s t pair 
of the l a t e ra l blood sinuses are thus destroyed. A second pair 
ar ises in place of the f i r ^ t one when the amnion grows over to 
form the dorsal closure of the embryo. With the separation of the 
T122 
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amnion from the temporary midgut epithelium the two sinuses 
unite to form a common dorsal "blood sinus from which the true 
heart cavity arises by the fusion of the cardioblasts of either 
side* The l a t e r a l blood sitiuses corresponding in position to 
the second pair of Locusta occur in Athalia proxlma and have 
been recorded in several otlier Orthoptera (vide Roonwal. 1937). 
Their fate as gleaned from -the above account i s s tr ikingly similar 
In \>ottn t^o&sfc i-nsfetrt,*. 
In P. r i b e s i l (Shafia» 1954) and in A&Is (Nelson, 1915) 
a similar origin of the cardioblasts has been described. The 
former author has not observed any vis ib le differences between the 
cardioblasts and other mesodermal c e l l s . The r e s t of the 
development of heart corresponds in main with the events that 
occur in ApisB 
Dorsal and ventral diaphragm (Plate 5, Figs, 31, 32 and 
36, dd, vd)• In the foregoing account i t has already been mentioned 
that the dorsal diaphragm i s formed from the somatic wall of the 
mesodermal tube. At the aga of about 40-hours the mesodermal 
tubes begin to disorganize and some of the ce l l s forming "fee 
somatic wall soon align themselves to form an outer sheet of ce l l s 
one on ei ther side of the body which extends from the lower 
margin of the cardioblasts down to the level of the developing 
oblique muscles. Within the next few hours the two membranes of 
ei ther side unite midVdorsfilly to form a continuous dorsal 
diaphragm. I t i s attached to the l a t e ra l body-wall in the segmental 
regions but in the intersegments i t i s loosely associated with the 
adjacent f a t body. At about the time ifoen the dorsal diaphragm Is 
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being differentiated, ce l l s from the subsomitic mesoderm 
extend transversely between the developing alimentary canal 
and the nerve cord. These ce l l s rapidly thin out to form a 
delicate membrane which extends upto the level of the oblique 
muscles on either side of the body* Underlying the ventral 
diaphragm l i e s the ventral sinus (sub-neural sinus) which i s 
formed as a resu l t of separation of the hypodermis from the 
overlying nerve cord. 
The ventral flexure of the embryo presents 
considerable diff icul ty in tue interpretat ion of various 
developmental processes. The number of heart chambers and the 
paired ost ia for the same reason could not be established with 
certainty* Studies of the sagi t ta l sections, however, reveal that 
probably eight segmental heart chambers and a similar number of 
l a t e r a l os t ia are formed in A, proxlma. These os t ia become 
clear ly evident a t about 72-hours of age while in Apis 
(Nelson, 1915) theydo not develop t i l l hatching takes place. 
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3* The Cephalic Aorta 
Morphologically the cephalic aorta is a part of the 
dorsal vessel but for the sake of description it may be conveniently 
divided into two regions vi« M (a) the anterior and (b) the median 
aorta. This division is arbitrary and has no bearing on the 
morphology of the adult insect. The cephalic aorta is formed from 
the median walls of the antennal coelomic sacs unlike the rest of 
the dorsal vessel which is formed from the cardioblasts. 
It has already been pointed out that in Athalla nroxlma 
paired coelomic sacs do not occur except in the antennal segment. 
The mesoderm of this segment at the age of 30* hours forms a pair 
of small coelomic sacs which lie under the brain and at a distance 
from each other above the stomodaeum. As growth progresses they 
grow posteriorly and expand to form elongated sacs which occupy 
considerable space in the head. When the yolk is completely 
withdrawn from the head region the dorsal portions of the coelomic 
sacs lying above the stoaodaeusi move towards each other and 
ultimately unite by their mesal surfaces (Plate 4, Figs, 25 and 26), 
A «speee so formed along the sides and the top of the stomodaeum 
constitutes the cephalic aorta. The line of union of the mesal 
surfaces extends back upto the level of the anterior most 
cardioblasts so that the cephalic aorta becomes continuous with the 
dorsal vessel. During this period of growth the lateral vails of 
the coelomic sacs thin out and ultimately disappear, only the median 
walls regain intact and form the wall of the aorta. 
The Anterior Cephalic Aorta. In the anterior region of the head 
the aorta regain widely open below and communicates with the cavity 
of the head (Plate 6, Fig. 45). Its ventrally directed lateral 
margins beco e associated with the anterior tentorial arms of the 
respective sides and the aorta thus forms an arch over the stomodaeum. 
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A part of the recurrent nerve connecting the frontal and the 
hypocerebral ganglia l i e s in th is space. Anteriorly i t i s 
suspended from the head capsule by a delicate filamentous 
suspension which i s probably the extension of the aorta i t se l f . 
The anterior aorta i s continuous posteriorly with the median 
portion described below. 
The Median Cephalic Aorta. The ventrally open aorta in th is region 
becomes closed by a membrane formed by groups of mesodermal ce l l s 
lying under the stomodaeum <Plate 5, Fig, 35, mem,), These ce l l s 
are soon arranged to form a transverse membrane which connects the 
two coelomic walls lying on either side of the stomodaeum (Plate 6, 
F ig . 43) , Along the midventral l ine the membrane develops in such 
a close association with the wall of the stomodaeum that the lumen 
of the median aorta jus t f a l l s to become continuous ventral ly. A 
tube so formed surrounds the stomodaeum from a l l sides and 
consti tutes the median portion of the cephalic aorta. At the level 
of the pharyngeal ganglia the wall of the aorta becomes much 
thickened and encloses the former and the hypocerebral ganglia 
within i t s lumen. The Corpora a l la ta at the age of 66-hours l i e on 
the ventro-lateral sides of the stomodaeum and are enclosed by the 
median aorta in the following manner. The outer margins of these 
glands are Invested by the Trails of the aorta, the ventral membrane 
forms an investment from the inner side, the free ends of the two 
investing layers unite l a t e r a l l y to form a muscular extension 
a t t a c h e d to the tentorium and the l a t e r a l cranial wall. 
A suspensorium so formed (Plate 10, Fig, 71 sus.), in c o n a t i o n 
with the anterior filament keeps the aorta in posit ion. Between 
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66-76-hour s of incubation these suspensoria are quite prominent, 
l a t e r much attenuation of ce l l s renders their identification 
d i f f icu l t . 
The development of the cephalic aorta from the 
antennal coelomic sacs in Athalia oroxima accords with the 
description given for other insects v i z . , Apis (Nelson, 1915); 
Chalicodoma (Carriere and Burger 1897) 5 P ler i s rapae (Eastham, 1930) 
Calandra (Tiegs and raurray, 1938) and Eocusta mieratorla (Roonwal, 
1937). In Apis the antennal coelomic sacs have been described to 
expand and become crescent-shaped with their concave surfaces facing 
each other and enclosing the stomodaeunu The dorsal and ventral 
points of the crescents unite above and below the stomodaeum and 
form an annular blood lacuna around the l a t e r . Anteriorly the 
aorta Is open ventraily and coanunieates with the general cavity of 
the head. The circular space so formed in the posterior region of 
the head of the honey bee presents a 'tub© within tube* arrangement 
of the aorta peculiar to th i s insect . This condition should not be 
taken as represented by the tubular nedian aorta of Athalia proxima 
described above. I t differs from what i s obtained in Apis in two 
important respects . In the f i r s t place the l a t e r a l portions of the 
wall of the aorta in Athalia jjEpj&mj, unlike APisT do not fuse 
ventrai ly to form a tube except in the posterior region of the head. 
I t s closure occurs secondarily by the membrane formed along the 
under-surface of the stomodaeum. Secondly, the close contact of 
t h i s membrane with the wall of the stomodaeum prevents the extension 
of the lumen of the aorta on the mid-ventral side - a structure 
forming a ventraily collapsed tube that surrounds the stomodaeum 
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from e l l sidcn6 In t>.c ostrcno posterior region of tho head tho 
csptQ bccozo^ continuous uith tho heart and in th is rogion the 
coelomic walls unite ventrally to form tho membrane around the 
stomodaeuou But the enclosed spaco has not been observed in 
communication with the heart atop the stonodaeum (Plate 4? Fige29) o 
In Athalla nrosimay therefore, an annular blood lacuna Is not 
f oraed at any stage of development as In Agfou 
Considerable interes t centres round tho probable function 
of the ventral membrane formed undor the stomodacume The pposont 
upiter i s inclined to regard t*:is c t r ue toc cc r. puicating 
;:CJI)?CKO uhic'i nay ocr-vo to drau the blood from tho estrsno ponterio^ 
i?c^ion of tho cephalic aorta. This point par t icular ly becomes 
significant tr'ion irz trine into account the enount of blood required 
to f i l l a re la t ively large lumen of the median corta0 V.o pulsations 
havoj however j, been observed in the living embryos nor are thero 
any other escperlmontal evidences in support of th i s vioue 
*n JBgflflttnfaHfl (vide Demorec, 1B50) coelomic sacs do not 
occur and the dorsal vessel throughout i t s length i s for :cd fron 
the cs^dioblaoto. Fctcvaon (2£3£ and XD33) in c comparative study 
of tiro closely related species of Cteysozelid beetles^ EusasFW* 
/:""-inr"Un (Fatorccns 1£32) and SSSSS5^\ jBI'SO (Pntsi/con. 1CS3)? 
has reported the origin of the aorta from the mosodorm of tuo 
t i f fcrcnt c~::^t:;9 1^ £&2£3&Uk, : 3C«?d£n3 to hin, tho arete 
develops from tho antennal mesoderm t-Mle in Jjig^rgifl i t in foricd 
Ci'c: t^o in tGiedc . r ccclomic sacs* A similar condition ! in been 
reported In Po"r?fc (-I^ochlerp 1C335 Tide Johcanson end Butt9 1941)« 
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4, The Blood Cells 
Modern investigators generally agree upon the mesodermal 
origin of the blood cells. The origin and development of this layer 
has been fully discussed earlier. At the age of 20-22-hour s, while 
the lateral portions of the mesoderm show a distinct double-
layered arrangement of cells the median mesoderm lying above the 
neural groove is formed of a single layer (Plate 2, Fig, 11), 
This condition of the median portion is similar in all the trunk 
segments, At some places, before shortening of the embryo begins 
(24-26 hours), the median strip is seen to consist of two layers 
of cells. But a careful study of this region reveals that the 
large sized cells abutting against its outer surface are actually 
the neuroblasts of the median cord which should not be confused 
with blood cells as they appear later from the median mesoderm. 
Soon after the embryo begins to shorten, a notable change 
is observed as a prelude to the formation of the blood cells. The 
yolk by this time has receded a little from the median line 
leaving behind the epineural sinus. The cells of the median 
mesoderm which hitherto were compact now begin to loosen and the 
lty of the median strip is lost. Blood cells so formed 
eased into the epineural sinus (Plate 9, Figs. 58* 59, bl). 
beginning they have various forms* oblong, rounded and pear-
but as development progresses they become more or less 
al. The surrounding cytoplasm presents a homogenous 
nee and vacuoles do not appear as has been reported by 
(1930) in PierIs. Mitosis in blood cells is very rarely 
d. 
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A similar origin of the blood cells from median 
mesoderm has been described in Pteronldea (Shaf iq, 1954) and 
Plerls (Eastham, 1930). In Apis, likewise, the median strip forms 
the blood cells but they are exceptionally large, rounded and 
vacuolated approaching the size of oenocytes. In A. nroxima 
they remain much smaller. Earlier workers derived blood cells 
from yolk cells (Dohrn, 1876; Will, 1888), from cells of the 
serosa (Ayers, 1884) and a variety of other sources (vide Roonwal, 
1936 and Johannsen and Butt, 1941)• In Drosophlla (Poulson, 1937, 
cf. Demerec, 1950) although their origin from yolk cells has not 
been well established yet there is convincing proof In favour of 
this view. The observations of Paterson (1935) on Corvnodes nusls 
are interesting as blood cells are regarded to be endodermal in 
origin. They are proliferated from median mesoderm, which is 
regarded by him as endoderm since It has been shown to give rise to 
mid-gut epithelium. In L. migratoria (Roonwal, 1937) the inter-
segmental median mesoderm forms the blood cells and the trasverse 
muscles, while the segmental portions give rise to ventral diaphragm. 
From the foregoing account It will be noted that in 
Athalia nroxima the raedian mesoderm is the chief source of blood 
cell production. Isolated cells (probably blood cells) are found 
in the lateral blood sinuses and In many other places in the 
developing body-cavity. Their origin is uncertain and it can not 
be definitely stated whether they have proliferated locally from 
the mesoderm or are the products of the median mesoderm which have 
migrated to places far from their point of origin. In Pieris 
(Easthara, 1927) and In Locusta (Roonwal, 1937) blood cells are 
associated with the developing heart, but there is no evidence to 
regard them as having a common origin with the cardioblasts. 
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G« Uhe Oonocyteo 
Oenoeytes are large ce l l s which appear In nctEaorleally 
arranged groups along the sides of the f i r s t eight abdominal 
sogmentSo In common with many other insects they originate frcn tho 
l a t e ra l ectc£ona„ At about 46«48ohours of cgc certain eclln, beneath 
the l a t e r a l surface layer and behind the tracheal invaginations, 
become much enlarged and soparate off en sog-ontolly arranged 
groups of ocEocytco (Plato QP Fige <£), '.Jith tho advancing ago of 
tho embryo their regular errangontant i s l o s t end thoy becone 
distr ibuted cs free col ls throughout the latero«ventral region 
of the abdornon (Plate 55 F ig . 32) B Scno of then errtend clro 
into the developing abdominal cppcndcgon0 Late in the rnbn?yonle l i f e 
uhen tho larva in about to hatch these col ls l i e encenhod in the 
fa t body and the trcehoae(Piate 39 Fig, 19) . Harely oonooytec 
are observed in the thoras5 but there i s no ovidonco of their local 
proliferat ion In th i s region. In a l l probability they nigroto 
from tho antorlor abiominol segments into the thorax:* Observations 
of Sander (1956) on gyrtl^a appear exceptional9 as oenoeytes 
hove boon shorm to dsvolop fron tho l a t e r a l ectoderm of tho 
thorccic segments as veil© 
Oenoeytes cen bo cesi ly recognised by their gigantic s i se c 
Eie freshly formed ce l l s aro irregular in shape but grcdu&ly enruno 
a roundod for::,, rhs cytoplcnr: i s not vacuolated and stains deeply 
T
„*ith various stains part icular ly Hoidenlioins cixfcrr :inc« In an 
older embryo the ooacsytoo measure on an average 8,2 microns in 
dicnoter, Thei^ c i s c largo nucleus end one or noro nucleoli
 0 In 
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one transverse section on an average 5-8 ce l l s can be counted on 
each side. Sometimes as many as 3-5 ce l l s may be seen in the 
evaginations of the abdominal appendages, Oenocytes have not 
been observed in division a t any stage of development. At the 
time of hatching their chromatin contents undergo several cytological 
changes. 
In Apis (Nelson, 1915) a series of eight pairs of 
p i t - l ike invaginations are formed in the l a t e ra l ectoderm of the 
f i r s t eight abdominal segments. Internally the invaginated ce l l s 
form a rosette of long pyriform ce l l s which on l iberat ion give 
r i s e , in a l l probability, to the embryonic oenocytes. I t will 
thus be observed that the mode of origin of oenocytes in A. proxima 
differs markedly from that of the honey bee. 
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XVIII - THE TRACHEAL S23TEM 
A brief account of the main tracheae of a young larva i s 
given below. This seems to bo a necessary p r e r equ i s i t e for a 
bet ter appreciation of the embryonic development of the respiratory 
system. 
In the larva there are ten pairs of spiracles 
corresponding to f i r s t two thoracic and a l l the eight abdominal 
segments. Of these, the prothoracic pair i s the largest* The 
spiracles are connected with the l a t e r a l longitudinal trunks by 
a pair of short spiracular branches in each segment. The l a t e r a l 
trunks traverse the entire length of the body, and give out in 
each spiracle-bearing segment three main branches viz. , dorsal, 
ventral and me sa l . The dorsal trachea runs along the dorsal body-
wall and the ventrals of ei ther side of the same segment unite 
to form the ventral commissures. They supply the organs on the 
ventral side including seven pairs of prolegs. The third 
aefal ly directed branch runs inwards to spread over the alimentary 
canal. 
The respiratory system of A. proxlma develops from a 
series of paired ectodermal invaginations along the l a t e r a l body-
wall . At the age of 28-hours eleven pairs of shallow ectodermal 
depressions appear on the three thoracic and the f i r s t eight 
abdominal segments of the embryo. The f i r s t three thoracic 
invaginations appear f i r s t followed by the abdominals in rapid 
succession. These soon grow and deepen to form tubes with blind 
ends (Plate 2, Fig. 14, s p . ) . 
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At about 34-hours of incubation two diverticulae;an 
anterior and a posterior, are formed from the blind ends of these 
invaginations (Fig. 13, dvm). The anteriorly directed diverticulum 
grows and insinuates between the eeto-, and the mesodermal layers. 
In doing so it comes to lie in close vicinity of the mesodermal 
tubes. The other advances posteriorly and the two, as a result 
of growth, move to fuse with the posterior and anterior diverticulae 
Of the preceding and succeeding segments respectively. The lateral 
trunks so formed extend throughout the trunk region. 
Later three more diverticulae are formed which in 
respect to their relationship with the lateral trunk are called 
dorsal, ventral and mesal. The increase in length enables the 
dorsal diverticulum to grow along the under surface of the dorsal 
body-wall and/breaks up into finer branches. The second proceeds 
straight ventrally and fuses with a corresponding branch of the 
other side to form the ventral commissure. These transverse 
commissures give off branches supplying organs on the ventral 
<?ide including seven pairs of prologs. The third, mesally directed 
outgrowth, moves inwards to spread over the alimentary canal, 
kelson (1915) in the honey bee has described four diverticulae 
arising from the blind end of the tracheal invaginations from third 
to the tenth trunk segments. Of these, the anterior and posterior 
of successive segments fuse to form the longitudinal trunks, the 
ventral outgrowths of the opposite side unite to form the transverse 
commissures, while the dorsal spreads over the dorsal region. 
This is very similar to what has been observed in A. nroxlma. 
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During the course of development the tracheal 
invagination narrows down considerably to form the spiracular 
branch. I t s mouth represents the spiracle which i s very wide 
in the beginning, but gradually contracts to form a fine transverse 
s l i t . These spiracles are situated on the enter o- la teral area 
of the segment in \*ilch they are contained. The metathoraclc 
spiracle closes early in the development so that in an embryo 
ljust before hatching only ten pairs can be counted. The protfooracic 
spiracle i s the la rges t , the mesothoraele i s the smallest while 
a l l the r e s t on the abdomen are of approximately equal s ize . 
The number and position of the spiracles i s subject 
to great variation in different orders of insects, majority 
of them, however, possess only ten pa i r s . In HylotomaT Graber 
(1890) describes two thoracic and eight abdominal spiracles, 
a similar number has been recorded in Apis by Helson (1915). 
In Pteronldea, Shaf iq (1954) has described a large prothoracic 
spiracle which i s not unusual as i t has already been described 
ear l ie r in Calandra by Tiegs and Murray (1938) and in Pler is ranee 
by Eastham (1930) 
A reference has been made ear l ie r to the anteriorly 
directed diverticulum which during i t s growth comes to l i e close 
to the mesodermal tube. In Carausius (Lehmann, 1926, quoted by 
Roonwal, 1937) and in Locnsta (Roonwal, 1937) th is association of 
the diverticulum and the coeiomic sac i s shown to be of great 
significance. Roonwal (1937) finds th is association to be so 
intimate that in the early stages of development i t i s d i f f icul t 
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to distinguish between the two, and that in the first to seventh 
abdominal segments it forms a characteristic structure. The 
probable homology of this condition with the development of 
nephromixis in Peripatus (Kennel, 1885? Glen, 1919 quoted by 
Roonwal) has been discussed at some length by these authors. 
In Challcodomat Carriere and Burger (1897) have reported a 
similar condition, 
A closer study of the sections of A. proxima does 
not conform to the findings of these workers. The anteriorly 
directed diverticulum during its growth comes in contact with 
the mesodermal tube as it is bound to do so, since growth in that 
direction inevitably leads to.a closer approximation of the ecto-
and mesodermal elements, Nevertheless their component cells 
retain their identity even in the later stages of development. 
This mere contact is of no great importance and the present writer 
is of the opinion that the stand taken by Roonwal and others does 
not hold good so far as this sawfly material is concerned. It may, 
however, be pointed out that the problem is an Interesting one end 
further researches in this direction may lead to some important 
conclusions. 
Late In the embryonic life, at the age of about 
52-hours, when the development of the trachea is well advanced, 
another pair of tracheal invaginations is formed near the base 
of the second maxillary segment. This also grows inwards like the 
others of the trunk region. Three or four hours later the mouth 
of the invagination closes, and no spiracle develops on this 
segment. Its further development has not been traced, in all 
probability it contributes, at least in part, to the tracheation 
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of the head. In Apis (Nelson, 1915) a similar pair of tracheal 
invaginationshas been reported to occur in frontof the second 
maxillae. This i s said to give r i se to the trachea of the head 
region. No spiracle develops In tills segment and the tracheae 
become connected with the principal longitudinal truks of the 
body. 
The tracheal tubes in the beginning are thick-walled 
but as they grow and ramify they become narrower and gradually 
a t t a in their definitive form. The taenidea appear after 72-hoars 
of incubation and become continuous with the cut ic le of the 
body-wall. 
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XXJC - THE HERVOtS RY£TEH 
Since only fragmentary accounts of the nervous system 
of sauflies ere available In the li terature i t Is intended to 
describe i t In greater detai l . As in other insects, the nervous 
system of Athalla proxlma is ectodermal in origin and develops 
fro© neuroblasts yhich are differentiated at an early stage of 
development. Shortly after the process of gastruletion i s 
completed, certain ectodermal cells occupying the median portion 
of the germ band becom much enlarged to form the neuroblasts 
(Pigf 3) • These cel ls can be easily distinguished froi other 
ectodernai cel ls by their large size and rounded massive nuclei 
(Plate 1, Fig. 3 and Plate 2, Fig. 11). The average diameter of 
the neuroblast nuclei Is 7.2-microns, as compared with 3.2-ralcronsf 
the diameter of the adjacent dermatoblasts. 
1. The Ventral Uerve Cord 
At the age of 18-hours, before the neuroblasts are 
conpletely segregated, an invagination appears along the miaV 
ventral-longitudinal line of the germ band. This deepens to 
form the neural groove. The mouth of the invagination gradually 
widens and assumes the form of an inverted ? (Plate 9f Figs. 58-60). 
The dematoblasts becone crowded together and arrange themselves to 
form an outer layer, the dermatogen. Meanwhile, the neuroblasts 
have moved outwards and arranged to form rowson either side of the 
neural groove In close contact with the dermatogen (Plate 9, Fig. 88) 
Simultaneously with the deepening of the neural groove and the 
different****011 of the neuroblasts, fee ectoderm on either side 
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of the median groove becomes thickened to form the neural ridges. 
Following external segmentation of the embryo as in P- rlbesil 
(Shafiq, 1964) and pierIs (Easthamf 1930) the neuroblasts become 
crowded together in the segmental regions;these ganglionic 
swellings in course of time form the segmental ganglia of the 
nerve cord. The exact number of neuroblasts involved in the 
formation of a ganglion could not be determined} counts, however, 
show that their number ranges from 3-5 cells on each side of a 
transverse section, Hot infrequently four neuroblasts can be 
counted on either side of the neural groove. Among other insects 
more or less a similar number has been recorded. Thus in Apis 
(Nelson, 1915) 3-5 cells, in Calandra (Tiegs and Murray, 1938) 
2.5 cells, in Pvrilla (Sander, 1956) 4-5 cells, in Drosophlla 
(vide Demerec, 1950) 8 cells (with a distinct symmetry in their 
bilateral arrangement) and in Locusts (Roonwal, 1937) 4 or rarely 
5 cells on each side of a transverse section have been described. 
At the age of about 28-hours neuroblasts begin to divide 
mitotically. A characteristic feature of the neuroblast division 
Is the unequal division of the cytoplasm producing a small ganglion 
cell and a large neuroblast. This continues to divide and the 
daughter cells produced become pilled up to form vertical columns 
(cell nests of Nelson) with the parent neuroblast at their base 
(Plate 2, Fig. 15 and Plate 9, Fig. 58). The frequency of the 
mitotic division appears to increase during the early phase of the 
shortening of embryo (30-32 hours) but gradually declines. Finally 
by the time the ganglion cells become compact the neuroblasts have 
ceased to divide. 
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The ultimate fate of the parent cells is obscure. 
Degenerating neuroblasts have not been observed in the region of the 
ventral nerve cord. It is quite probable that they lose their 
identity before the ganglia assume their definitive form and appear 
more or less like the ganglion cells (Plate 9, Fig# 61). In Apia 
(Nelson, 1915) and Challcodoma (Carriere and Burger, 1897) likewise, 
neuroblasts are shoxm to survive and in the former case they have 
been observed dividing mltotically even during late embryonic life. 
In Locusta (Roonwal, 1937) they rather suddenly disappear. 
The neural swellings remain quite prominent during the 
early period of the shortening of embryo which coincides with the 
greatest activity of the neuroblasts. Later, the daughter cells 
which have increased enormously in number condense to form the 
ganglia which project prominently inwards. The external surface 
consequently flattens and the neural swellings become imperceptible. 
The me sal portions of the two halves of the mesoderm are in such 
a close contact with the lateral neurogenic area that at certain 
stages it becomes difficult to differentiate between the two 
(Plate 9, Fig, 60). 
Regarding subsequent division of the ganglion cells 
there exists some difference of opinion amongst the workers. 
In Athalla proxlma they divide mltotically, but such dividing 
cells are rare and it is doubtful whether all the cells divide in a 
similar manner. In Pteronidea (Shafiq, 1954) and in Locusta 
Roonwal, 1937) the division of ganglion cells has not been recorded 
and such is the case with many other insects (vide Johannsen and 
Butt, 1941) • On the other hand, division hag been reported in Apis 
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(Nelson, 1915); Calandra (Tlegs and Murray, 1938); Pvr i i la 
(Sander, 1956) and Drosophlla (vide Demerec, 1950)* The 
preganglion ce l l s of Poulson, which have been recently reported 
in Pvr i l la also, are said to divide mltotically at l eas t once 
before they form functional ganglion c e l l s . The term preganglion 
ce l l cannot be unreHservedly used in the present description 
for a l l the daughter cel ls ,unless the mitotic act ivi ty of a 
particular ce l l has been carefully followed on sound cytological 
grounds from the time i t parts coj^pany with the parent neuroblast. 
Ho attempts were made to th i s end in the present material and, 
therefore, the more non-committal term * ganglion ce l l 1 has been 
retained to designate the products of neuroblasts in the customary 
sense. 
The nerve fibres (neuropile) develop from the ganglion 
ce l l s at the age of 34-hours, In the beginning only a few fibres 
appear which are not covered over dorsally by ganglion ce l l s but 
soon after they become surrounded by them (Plate 9, Fig, 59, neurp). 
A similar s i tuat ion exis ts in Melanonlus di f ferent ia l is (Badtn,1936) 
and Calandra (Tlegs and taray, 1938), The nerve fibres are £ine 
cytoplasmic rays of the ganglion ce l l s themselves and are so closely 
packed that i t i s exceedingly di f f icul t to follow their course* 
I t appears, however, that the fibres from the ganglion ce l l s of 
the l a t e r a l cords form connectives which join the ganglia of both 
the preceding and the following segments, those from the median 
cord ce l l s , as wil l be seen l a t e r , form commissures connecting the 
two ganglia of a pair. 
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The median cord, as described previously, Is placed 
like a wedge between the two lateral cords above the roof of the 
neural groove* Its cells are tall, the tapering outer ends are 
intimately connected ventrally with the hypodermis. In the 
intersegmental regions of the median cord one or more neuroblasts 
are found but they have not been observed undergoing mitosis. 
The median cord is very tall in the gnathal region, less so in 
the segmental regions of the abdomen and is broad and depressed 
in the intersegmental regions (Plate 9, Figs, 58, 59 and 60) • 
The intersegmental portions retain their connection with the 
ventral hypodermis for a long time and form the neurilemma (Fig.61). 
As growth progresses the two lateral cords unite medially leaving 
a temporary notch on the ventral side (Plate 9, Fig. 63). The 
segmental portions of the median cord are incorporated to form the 
median portion of the developing segmental ganglia. Its cells give 
off fine fibres which form commissures that connect the two ganglia 
of a pair. Although these fibres arise mainly from the median cord 
cells, yet some of the ganglion cells from the adjacent lateral 
cords appear to take part in their formation. In Melantrplua 
(Baden, 1936) only ganglion cells have been shown to give rise to 
these commissures. 
The delamination of the hypodermis from the nerve cord 
occurs at the age of 4^48-hours, and does not progress uniformly 
throughout the whole length of the nerve cord. Its anterior and 
posterior portions show a rapia separation, while the process is 
much delayed in the middle of the abdominal region (Plate 8, Fig.57). 
Moreover, the segmental portions separate first than the 
Intersegmental regions. 
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The paired lateral nerves arise from the lateral 
portions of the ganglia (Plate 9, Fig. 63, In). At the site _ 
of the developing nerve the ganglion cells extend laterally as 
if drawn out from the main ganglionic mass and form the fibres. 
These nerve fibres become continuous with the fibre region of 
the ganglia and constitute the lateral nerves. 
In an embryo 30-hours old,16 pairs of ganglia 
corresponding to 3 gnathal, 3 thoracic and 10 abdominal segments 
are clearly evident. During the period of shortening of the 
embryo all the 3 pairs of the gnathal ganglia fuse together to 
form a single suboesophageal ganglion. The last three abdominal 
ganglia ( 8, 9 and 10) also fuse to form a compact ganglionic 
mass (Plate 6, Fig. 40 and Plate 8, Fig. 57). Thus the nerve cord 
of an older embryo consists of only twelve segmental ganglia. 
In Apis (Nelson, 1915)j Chalicodoma (Carrlere and Burger, 1897) 
and Hvlotoma (Graber, 1890) seventeen pairs of ganglia have been 
described. In all these forms the last pair, viz., the seventeenth 
is reported to be rudimentary. The fusion of a fev posterior 
ganglia seems to be a feature shared by a large number of Insects. 
In extreme cases, for Instance, in some of the higher Diptera,all 
the nerve ganglia from the mandibular to the last abdominal segments 
fuse to form a single ganglionic mass. 
The Neurilemma (Plate 9t Figs. 61, 62 and 63). The entire 
nervous system including the lateral nerves is invested by a 
delicate nucleated membrane called neurilemma. Its origin has 
been the subject of some discussion amongst the workers in the 
past, majority of them, however, agree upon its ectodermal origin. 
In Athalla nroxima the neurilemma is formed from the 
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Intersegmental median cord c e l l s . These c e l l s , as described 
ea r l i e r , are elongated and intimately associated ventrally with 
the hypodermis by their tapering ends (Plate 9, F ig , 60) • Before 
the separation of the hypodermis from the median cord the 
successive portions of the l a t t e r become connected with each other 
by a delicate cel lular membrane which passes over the dorsal 
side of the segmental ganglia and forms the dorsal part of the 
neurilemma (Fig, 61), A similar origin from the median cord ce l l s 
has been recorded in Calandra (Tiegs and Murray, 1938) and in 
Corvnodes (Paterson, 1936), In the space between the nerve cord 
and the yolk a number of ce l l s of different origin are crowded 
together so that i t becomes diff icul t to follow the development 
of th i s membrane in certain sections of the nerve cord. This fact 
has been, as pointed out by Roonwal (1937), the cause of much 
controversial interpretations regarding i t s origin in insects , 
While the dorsal portion of the neurilemma i s being 
differentiated the peripheral ce l l s along the ventral and l a t e ra l 
portions of some of the ganglia appear spindle-shaped, A few 
hours l a t e r they become apparent in a l l the ganglia of the nerve 
cord. The origin of these ce l l s i s uncertain. I t could not be 
decided whether they are formed by the spreading out of the dorsal 
par t of tfoe neurilemma round the ganglia or are merely transformed 
ganglion c e l l s . The observations of the present writer are in 
favour of the l a t t e r view, but as adequate stages of development 
are not at hand no further comments can be made on th is point . 
In Apis (Nelson, 1915) i t s probable origin from the transformed 
ganglion ce l l s has been described. Similar views have been 
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expressed for Locusta (Roonwal, 1937) and for Pieris (Eastham, 1930)• 
Observations on Melanoplus (Baden, 1936) appear exceptional, for the 
outer neurilemma has been described to be mesodermal in origin and 
that it can be traced to the coelomic sacs. 
In Athalla proxima, in addition to the outer neurilemma, 
there is a second nucleated membrane that surrounds the neuropile 
forming what is called the inner neurilemma. As this membrane 
differentiates the ganglion cells surrounding the fibre region become 
smaller and present a form intermediate between the typical 
spindle-shaped neurilemma cells and the ro'jnded ganglion cells. 
At the age of about 66-hours they become connected together by a 
membrane (Fig. 62) which is quite distinct in the early stages of 
development but late in the embryonic life It is reduced to a thin 
membrane. In Melanoplus (Baden, 1936) there are ganglion cells that 
surround the fibre region but no connection of the nature of a 
membrane has been observed and;therefore, Baden questions its 
existence. 
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2* The Brain 
The brain of A. proxlma i s formed by the fusion of three 
pa i rs of ganglia, v i z . , protocerebrum, deutocerebrum and 
tritocerebrunu The rudiments of these ganglia appear early during 
D the development on either side of the anterior end of the germ band. 
,v Brain neuroblasts divide occasionally and give r i se to small 
\ V ganglion c e l l s which arrange themselves to form ver t ical coluans over 
P cf^ the parent neuroblast. The three ganglia of the brain are 
-f Yfyf differentiated at about the same time (30-32-hours) as the ganglia of 
ru\f p^/*»e ventral nerve cord and neuroblasts in these two regions appear 
f , ^ r / indentical . 
/ / A (1) The protocerebrum and the optic ganglion. 
^ {ww ^ i e P a i r e d protocerebral lobes are the la rges t of the 
f'ty/ three ganglionic centres of the brain and occupy considerable 
space In the cephalic region on ei ther side of the labrum 
(Plate 7, f i g . 47) . The two lobes of the protocerebrum are 
connected medially through a narrow bridge and the i r apices are 
broadly rounded. In some insects each half of the protocerebrum 
i s reported to be formed of three well defined lobes, an outer 
(optic lobe) , a middle and an inner lobe* In A- proxima the 
sub-division of the protocerebrum i s not dist inct* In an embryo, 
before the shortening begins, a broad furrow appears near the 
apex of each lobe and runs along i t s transverse axis (Text-Fig.2, fu ) . 
This marks the position of the developing optic ganglion to be 
described l a t e r . Except th i s furrow there i s no other indication 
on the otherwise smooth surface of the lobes which might suggest 
any further sub-division* Sections passing through th is region, 
however, indicate that the neuroblasts are arranged in such 
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a manner as to form two groups of cells which correspond to the 
middle and inner lobes of other insects (Plate 9, Fig, 65). 
In Locusta mlgratoria (Roonwal, 1937) the three divisions of the 
protocerebrum become well defined by the formation of invaginatlng 
folds of dermatogen, A similar, though less distinct condition, 
has been reported in Calandra (Tiegs and Murray, 1938)« In 
A, proxima such folds do not appear. However, the existence of 
these lobes can be confirmed not only by the arrangement of the 
neuroblasts but by the fact that neuropiles develop Independently 
in either of these lobes. Brain neuroblasts appear at about 
18-hours and uecome irregularly distriDuted throughout the 
protocerebrum. Four or five hours later they move towards the 
outer surface and begin to divide mitotically. In the outer 
lobe destined to form the optic ganglion the division of the 
neuroblasts is much delayed and the original arrangement of cells 
persists for a long time. 
The erotic ganglion (Plate 8, Figs, 52, 53 and Plate 9, Fig, 65), 
At the age of 34»hours a small portion of the 
lateral ectoderm forming the optic ganglion anlage sinks below 
the general level of the protocerebral lobe (Fig, 65), This Is 
visible externally in the form of a broad furrow described above. 
Five or six hours later the sunken part becomes separated from the 
adjoining tissue. The thickened ventro-lateral part of the 
ectoderm containing small nuclei crowded together forms the optic 
plate from which the receptive part of the compound eye is 
derived (Fig. 52 epl). As development proceeds, the dermatogen 
separates from the neurogenic area of the brain and soon glides over 
to become continuous with the optic plate. The optic ganglion thus 
enclosed contains neuroblasts which arrange themselves to form two 
or three rows and begin to divide mitotically. It may be recalled 
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that certain workers (Nelson, 1915 and Roonwal, 1937) deny the 
origin of optic lobes from the neuroblasts and in Calandra 
(Tiegs and Murray, 1938) they are reported to be absent. On the 
other hand, the optic lobes of Onconeltus (Butt, 1949) and 
Pvri^la (Sander, 1956) have been shown to develop entirely from 
neuroblasts. Butt says in this connection! 
"Wot only does the optic lobe in Onconeltug arises 
from neuroblasts, but in the early stages it is 
composed entirely of a solid mass of neuroblasts,* 
The observations of the present writer are in complete 
agreement with this view. Rapid mitoses lead to the formation 
of small ganglion cells which become crowded into a small space and 
stand out in sharp contrast with the peripheral cells which 
produced them (Fig, 53), Meanwhile, these cells form nerve fibres 
which become continuous with the fibre region of the other two 
lobes. 
The optic plate overlying the optic ganglion now becomes 
much thickened (Plate 8, Fig, 55 and Plate 10> Fig, 70) and assumes 
a rounded form. The distal region of the optic plate does not 
react normally to the stains and appears dark brown in colour, most 
probably due to the appearance of pigments. The basal layers of 
elongated nuclei presumably form the retina, although no retinnlae 
are formed during the embryonic life. While this differentiation 
is progressing some of the peripheral nuclei of the optic ganglion 
underlying the optic plate send out long nerve fibres which spread 
over the under-side of the optic plate and form the post-retinal 
fibres (Plate 8, Fig, 55). It could not be determined with 
certainty that the retinal cells also contribute to the formation 
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of these fibres* 
The optic ganglion in insects develops in two different 
ways as shown by Nelson (1915), In Orthoptera and Dermaptera it 
arises by delamlnation and in Hymenoptera and Coleoptera by 
invagination. Recent investigations on Onconeltus (Butt, 1949) 
and Pvrilla (Sander, 1956) reveal that the optic ganglion in these 
insects arises very much in the same way as in Orthoptera, viz,, 
by the splitting of the neurogen from the dermatogen. In Apis 
(Nelson, 1916) the epithelial plate forming the rudiments of the 
optic ganglion is split up into two parts by a furrow which deepens 
to form a cleft. The two parts of the plate bend simultaneously 
inwards and the Invagination so formed, of which the cleft is the 
lunen, soon separates from the hypodermls which later becomes 
continuous. The thick hypodermls overlying the optic ganglion 
forms the eye-plate. In A. proxima a portion of the still 
undifferentiated ectoderm sinks gradually inwards to form the 
rudiments of the optic ganglion which later becomes incorporated 
into the middle lobe to form a compact protocerebrum. No 
invagination cavity is formed as in Apis. 
The two protocerebral lobes of either side are 
connected together by a transverse band of nerve fibres forming 
the supra-oesophageal commissure (Plats 7, Fig. 47 supc). It 
appears to arise from a median thickening of the epidermis which 
is deeply grooved in this region (Plate 7, Fig. 46). It will be 
seen that though the epidermis has separated from the rest of the 
protocerebral lobes it retains its intimate relation with the latter 
till the commissure is completely formed. Above the groove are seen 
large cells, the smaller ones in association with them are probably 
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their own products. These small cells contribute In main to the 
formation of the transverse fibres. It cannot be denied that at 
least a part of it develops from cells which come from the 
protocerebral ganglia themselves. In Apis (Nelson* 1915). Pieris 
(Eastham, 1930) and Corvnodes (Paterson, 1936) a similar origin of 
the commissure has been described. Certain writers, however, deny 
this mode of origin. In Locusta (Roonwal, 1937) and Calandra 
(Tiegs and Murray, 1938) it has been claimed to originate from the 
protocerebral ganglia, The thickened median ectoderm wherever 
present is stated to have no relation with the developing 
commissure, 
<ii) The dentocerebrtun and the trltocerebrma. 
The deutocerebral lobes (Plate 7, Fig, 47) are smaller 
and do not extend so far laterally as the protocerebrum. As 
development progresses the two lobes merge into the protocerebrum. 
Ganglion cells from the deutocerebrum extend into the developing 
antennae and form fibres of the antennal nerve (Plate 8» Fig, 54), 
No deutocerebral commissure could be traced out In A. proxlma. 
The tritocerebral ganglia are the smallest of the three 
lobes of the brain. In the manner in which the anterior end of the 
embryo flexes round the egg the columns of daughter cells are not 
as clearly observed as in the region of the ventral nerve cord. 
Both deutocerebral and tritocerebral lobes are originally post-oral 
but with the shifting of the position of the mouth the deutocerebrua 
becomes pre-orai while tfee tritocerebrum comes to lie ventral to the 
mouth aperture. Nerve fibres appear soon after the ganglion cells 
become crowded together in the ganglionic regions. Some of the 
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ganglion cells from the posterior portion of the tritocerebral 
lobes extend downwards on either side of the stomodaeum to join 
the aandlbnlar ganglia. The latter thus become connected with the 
tritocerebral ganglia by paired circumoesophageal connectives 
(Plate 8, Fig, 56 coec)* The frontal ganglion of the sympathetic 
nervous system also becomes connected with the tritocerebral 
ganglia by short thick nerves. The two tritocerebral ganglia are 
connected together below the stomodaeum through sub-oesonhaeeal 
commissure. The nerve fibres of this commissure are ensheathed 
by ganglion cells which can be traced to originate from the 
trltoeerebrura (Fig, 53, soec) • There is no evidence in A, proxlma 
to regard this commissure as having originated from the cells 
of the median cord as has been claimed in Chalieodoma (Carriere 
and Burger, 1897), Nelson (1915) Is uncertain about its origin 
in Apis. 
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3. The Stomatogastric Nervous System 
The stomatogastric nervous system of A. proxlma 
(Plate 7, Fig* 48) originates from three median evaglnations in 
the dorsal wall of the stomodaeum* At the age of 54-hours, certain 
cells of the dorsal wall of the stomodaeum lose their epithelial 
character and liberate large ganglion cells which form clusters 
over the stomodaeum (Plate 4, Fig* 25, sym)# At the end of the 
evaglnation process the mesodermal cells run into each other 
beneath the stomodaeum to form the splanchnic sheath of the 
mesoderm. Of these three evaglnations, the first is situated 
close to the labrum and gives rise to the frontal ganglion* It 
is large and rounded and is connected with the tritocerebral lobes 
of the brain through short thick connectives* The second 
evaglnation is relatively more prominent and forms the common 
rudiment of the unpaired hypocerebral and t&e paired pharyngeal 
ganglia* The latter differentiate from the common rudiment at 
about 60-64-hours, The paired pharyngeal ganglia lie dorsolateral 
to the hypocerebral and are connected with the underlying corpora 
allata on either side of the stomodaeum (Plate 5, Fig. 35 and 
Plate 6, Fig. 39)* All these structures are enclosed by the 
median portion of the cephalic aorta* The third cluster of the 
ganglion cells is situated close to the posterior end of the 
stomodaeum and gives rise to the paired stomachic ganglia (Plate 4, 
Fig. 29). They lie on either side of the stomodaeum close to its 
Junction with the mid-gut and are connected with the recurrent nerve 
by a pair of delicate nerves* The recurrent nerve is formed by 
ganglion cells which extend posteriorly from the frontal ganglion* 
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Tho foregoine account of the dovelotinont of the 
stomatogaotric nervous system i s in substantial agyccr.cnt ui th 
the condition found in Locusts.jiljgEfifasE&a (RoonualP 103Y) © In 
both theso forms the paired pharyngeal and stoaachic ganglic are 
original ly unpaired and only l a t e r acquire a paired condi t ion 
Zn kaXR (fJolson, 1915) three evaglnations are formed from the 
dorsal wall of tho stomodaeum* Out of these the f i r s t quickly 
disappears^ the second forms the frontal ganglion^ uhile tho 
third differentiates into pharyngeal ganglia, Tho paired 
pharyngeal ganglia of the honey bee correspond in form and 
position to the stomachic ganglia of A„ proxlKta, Apart from 
confusing terminology, the present ur l tor lu inclind to i/c^rrd 
tho so ttro nterctrTT. no idcntieelo *hc hTpocerebrel gcnglicn has 
not been reported either in Anis. (17elson9 1915) or in ^f&iejoflojna 
(Garriero and Burger9 1897)o 
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EX o THE REPRODUCTIVE S2STEI1 
1« The Pole Colls 
In Diptera and Coleoptora the gorm^coll primordia 
(pole ce l ls ) aro set apart soon aftert tho cleavago i s &nitiatod0 
With most of the other insect orders they become f i r s t 
distinguishable at various stages of development unt i l tho 
somites are formed, Hear the posterior end of an Insoct oggp 
there i s a variously-shaped granular region of cytoplasm 
called tho o6some« The component grains of the oosome are 
usually large and in most of the insects s ta in deeply with 
nuclear staina0 Somo of the cleavage nuclei that arc declined 
to form germ c e l l s , during their n i t ra t ion posteriorly pass 
through the coens and bud off largo polo cel lsP Tho oocoro 
becomes disorganised and a variable number of i t s component 
grains are recorded to be gathered by the developing polo cel ls* 
VJhen corapletoly sogrogatodj, those pole col ls are larger tfoan tho 
r e s t of the blastodermal ce l l s and as a group form a charaetoris t ic 
polar cap between tho yolk and the v i t e l l ine membranoo From th is 
superficial position, as development progresses, they aro 
withdrawn into tho in ter ior of the embryo, divide into two groups 
and then migrate into tho mesodermal genital ridges which form 
tho gonads«, 
In a freshly l a id egg of A^_prosima the posterior polo 
i s an area of d is t inc t cytoplasmic differentiat ion. Tho OOSOQO 
(Fig, 1) i s a coadonS3d mass which as a i-hole stains darker than 
tho surrounding cytoplasm* I t s groins e?o compact but aro not as 
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susceptible to nuclear stains as has been reported in some insects* 
Similarly, in Alastor (Kahle, 1908} quoted by Huettner, 1923) and 
in the alfalfa snout beetle Brachvrhinns llgustlci (Butt, 1936) 
no deeply staining granules have been recorded in the oosome* 
In an egg 2-3 hours old, the cleavage nuclei, surrounded 
by islands of protoplasm, begin to migrate towards the periphery. 
Of these, a certain number of nuclei which are destined to form 
pole cells, migrate towards the posterior pole and passing through 
the oosome penetrate the overlying periplasm* At any given time, 
several such nuclei can be seen in the cortical layer* As they 
begin to emerge, a small amount of cortical cytoplasm is 
pushed ahead of them and the polar nuclei subsequently become 
immersed into these pockets (Plate 1, Fig* 8 pcnu)* Polar buds 
so formed eventually deta~ch themselves and become rounded pole 
cells* All the pole cells are not budded off simultaneously* Cells 
that are formed first differ from those which follow both in the 
size of the entire cell and in that of the nucleus* These 
differences are short-lived and after about eight hours they grow 
and acquire roughly the same size* At the conclusion of the 
process pole cells become crowded together in a small polar cavity 
between the periplasm and the vitelline membrane. The origin of 
this cavity appears to be simple* Before the formation of pole 
cells the vitelline membrane is closely applied to the main egg 
mass but as more and more cells are formed they exert upon the 
overlying vitelline membrane and the inner layer of periplasm. 
The former stretches out appreciably, while the latter flattens 
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or may sometimes become curved inwards, depending upon the manner 
in which it responds to the growing number of these cells. Polar 
cavity so formed accommodates the pole cells. 
Peripheral migration of the cleavage nuclei 
(preblastodermic nuclei) continues in other parts of the egg and 
after about eight hours large number of them are found to have 
migrated to the egg surface, These nuclei surround the egg from 
all sides, except a small area on the posterior pole where they 
end abruptly in the neighbourhood of the polar cap (Plate 4, Fig.27). 
In this region the formation of blastoderm is considerably delayed. 
At about 10-hours, nuclei arrange to form a neat row over the 
periplasm* Cell walls appear later, but in certain parts of the 
egg furrows are seen pressing in between the adjacent nuclei to 
mark off individual blastoderm cells. Thus in A« nroxima germ 
cells are formed before a regular blastoderm is established around 
the egg. In some forms, e.g., Lentinotarsa (Hegner, 1909), 
blastoderm formation precedes the segregation of pole cells. 
Pole cells are large, measuring 6.4-mlcrons while the 
adjacent blastoderm cells measure 4,2-microns. Their cytoplasm 
stains uniformly and sometimes a large vacuole is observed in the 
middle. Pole cells of Athalia have not been observed in division. 
In one section roughly 13-17 cells may be counted in the polar 
cavity. During their formation the oosome becomes disorganized 
but at present it can not be definitely stated that its component 
grains are incorporated into the developing pole cells. This 
difficulty arises because in Athalia the grains of the obsome do 
not exhibit any marked affinity for nuclear stains. 
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In a number of other insects e.g., Prosophlla. 
(Huettner, 1923) and Lncilia (Fish, 1947) the grains of the oosome 
stain deeply and stand out in sharp contrast with the surrounding 
cytoplasm. During pole cell formation a variable number of its 
component grains are gathered by the developing germ cells. Their 
occurrence in the pole cells led certain -workers, expecially 
Hegner (1909), to regard them as *germ cell determinants'. Later 
investigations on Lentinotarsa signaticollis (Wieman, 1910) and on 
ProsQphUa (Huettner, 1923) denied the importance of the polar 
granules as •determinants1. Huettner (1923) saysi 
" . . . we find additional reasons to doubt whether 
polar granules should be considered as primary germ 
cell determinants; it seems equally probable that they 
may be only by-products of the posterior germ plasm 
which have nothing to do with the determination of 
germ cells, and should not at present be designated 
by a terra which may later prove to be a misnomer1*. 
Johannsen and Butt (1941) recognize two types of germ 
cell differentiation among insects. In Prosophlla (Huettner, 1923) 
a variable number of cleavage nuclei form the germ cells,in which 
case they are claimed to bo polynuclear in origin. In other 
insects, e.g., Mastor (Kahle, 1903$ vide Johannsen and Butt, 1941) 
a single primordial gem cell eventually gives rise by division to 
all the geru cells of the insect. In Aflmila proxima no concerted 
efforts were made to determine precisely the number of the ancestral 
polar nuclei but the fact that several of them penetrate the 
periplasm at one time and do not divide suggests their probable 
polynuclear origin* 
In the short paper on the embryology of gooseberry 
sawfly, Pteronidea ribesil (Shafiq, 1954) no reference has been 
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made to the priiiordia of the gern c e l l s . The germ ce l l s of th is 
saufly have been recorded to appear after the segregation of germ 
layers a t about 15-hours. Ziej are comparatively large ce l l s 
and ere believed to hove arisen from the posterior mesendoderm 
rudiment. At 28-hours the germ cell-clump divides into two parts 
and at 33-hours ce l l s become embedded in the dorsal par t of the 
mesodermal tubes of each s ide. The genital ridges, formed after 
the separation from the r e s t of the mesoderm at 36-hour9, develop 
into sex organs of the la rva . 
A comparison of the embryonic development and of the 
chronological sequence of events in Pteronidea and Athalia clearly 
indicates tha t the development proceeds on very similar l ines in 
tho two sawflies, and that the behaviour of germ ce l l s after their 
inception in Pteronidea can be favourably compared with the events 
that occur in Athalia. In addition to t h i s , the similari ty of form 
and the technique of fixation and staining applied to their eggs 
leads to the conclusion that the two sawflier are closely related 
forna. Vis*jatL fran th i s point i t appears quite unlikely that the 
primordia of germ ce l l s so d is t inc t ly represented in one sawfly 
(A. •nroximalmav bo to ta l ly excluded from the other. The present 
tar i t e r , therefore
 9 feels inclined to infer that in Pteronidea 
gibeal l the esr iy stcgos of earn ce l l segregation have probably 
been over-looked and that the germ ce l l s have been wrongly 
interpreted as having originated from posterior mesendoderm rudiment. 
I t has been pointed out above that the germ ce l l s make 
thoir f i r s t eppoarenco at different stages of development in 
various orders of insects . In a study of germ ce l l differentiat ion 
in tuio grass-hopper, I-Ielanoplqg d^ff^rentialls (Helson, 1934), 
an attempt has been made to correlate the stages of developnont 
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with the segregation of germ ce l l s in the following manner* 
1, At period of blastoderm formation (germ ce l l s 
segregated as caudal pole ceHsl ) t 
Coleoptera 
Hegner ('03)$ Calligrapha multipunctata, Leptinotarsa 
deoemlineata, 
Inkman (»33); Calandra granaria* 
Diptera 
Metschnlkoff (1866)8 Miastor netraloas, 
Kowalevaky (1366)t Musea, 
Ri t te r (1890)t Chironomus* 
Eseherich OOO)* Musca vomitoria. 
Hoack ( 'ODt Calliphora erythrocephala. 
Hasper C l l ) ; Chlronomus* 
Hegner ( '14)j Hiastor americana. 
Hegner (*14a)s Compsillura concinnata, 
Huettner (*23); Drosophila melanogaster, 
Du Bois (*32)| Sciara coprophila* 
Hymenoptera* 
Hegner ( f15)j Copidosoma gelechiae, Apanteles glomeratus 
(paras i t ic Hyaenoptera). Describes the origin of the germ ce l l 
(pole ce l l ) determinants, 
Gatenby (*13)$ Trichogramma evanescens (paras i t ic 
Hymenoptera), 
2 , Immediately after blastoderm formation (germ ce l l s 
segregated from primitive blastoderm ce l l s in caudal region) t 
Coleoptera 
Friederichs ( '06)t Donacia crassipes. 
Hirschler (*09); wonacla crassipes. 
Dermaptera 
Heyaons (1395)5 Forficula aurieular ia . 
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Homoptera 
Metschnl&off (I860)} Aphis rosea, 
tfitlacsil (1884)| Aphis plantoideso 
VJiil (1888) j Aphis pelargonii) 
Lopidoptora 
Uooduorthj, (1889) | Euvanessa antiopa* 
3* Shortly after germ^band as such i s demarcated from 
the blastodermj, but before segregation of inner layer io in i t i a ted 
(germ ce i l s segregated from primary ectodera in caudal portion of 
goruWbcnd) s 
Lepifioptero 
Schwangart ( e 05) | Endromis versicolorae Schl (°31) | Ephestia ktiehniella, 
Lautenschlagen (*32)| Solonobia tr iquotrella* 
4 , During the period of inner layer and mosonteron 
segregation but before the formation of the coelomic SCCGJ 
Coieoptera 
ScliH3 (30?)$ Tenobrio riolitor (germ ce l l s segregated 
at caudal end as mesoderm i s segregated)
 6 
Heiaiptera 
Seidsi ( :24)$ Pyrrhoeoris apterus* (Goi=a cel lo 
segregated In ccdira ccibinincl region, after segregation of 
ncia&eea)* 
CL'tClOptSl'C 
Heyison (3£S5)$ Grylluo doaestieus5 Gryliuo ccn?ostr£o9 
Poriplcnota or icnta l is 8 Phyllodronia (Blatta gormennica 
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(germ ce l l s segregated from median caudal groove, *Gosc}acchtos£ubo*« 
during or shortly after mesoderm segregation). Holsen (present papciv)| 
Kelanoplus differont ial is (gorm ce l l s segregated after sogrogation 
of inner germ-band layer, but before mesenteron has formed)® 
5« After coelomic sacs have formed (germ col ls dorived 
from or associated with - when f i r s t detected * the coelomic sac 
mesoderm 
Coeloptera 
Heider (1889); Hydrophilus piosuo (gom col l s derived 
from splanchnic trail msodern)o 
Hymenoptera 
Helson ( '15)j Anis. mellifica ( f i r s t detected as associated 
with splanchnic wall of coelomic sacs5 but not regarded cs 
defini tely derivod fron mesodsrn)o 
Lepidoptera 
Toyo ma (*02)$ Bombys mori (germ ce l l s derived from 
mesoderm of coelomic sacs) . 
Orthoptera 
Wheeler (1093)| Xiphidiun ensiforum (germ ce l l s f i r s t 
dctcctoa as part of splanchnic layer of cooloaic secsj pe^God 
cs modified mesoderm c e l l s ) . 
Shysanura 
Cleypolo (1G98)| Anurido nar i t ina (germ ce l l s f i r s t 
detected as associated irith coelomic secs)0 
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6. During post-embryonic period of development 
(origin of germ cells not described): 
Odonata 
Heymons (1897); Epitheca bimaculata, Llbellula 
quaririmaculata, Sympetrum flaveolum, Agrioa (puella 7 ) . 
Ephemerida 
Heymons (1897)| Ephemera vulgata, Caenis grlsea* 
From the above divisions i t i s evident that among 
Kymenoptera, excluding paras i t ic forms, the primordia of the 
germ ce l l s could not be traced back to as early a stage as in 
some other orders of insects* Their identification was probably 
rendered di f f icul t owing to the similari ty with the other ce l l s 
of the embryo, A similar diff iculty has been encountered in Apis. 
Helsbn (1915) says In th i s connection! 
* . . . since i t i s not a t a l l unlikely that the 
germ ce l l s may be set aside a t en early period 
in development and afterwards migrate into the 
visceral wall of the mesodermal tubes, and that 
such a migration may take place unobserved, on 
account of the similarity of the sex ce l l s and 
the mesoderm c e l l s . " 
He further goes on to *ayj 
" I f a closely a l l ied form should be found 
in which the germ ce l l s can be recognized without 
diff icul ty , then the behaviour of the germ ce l l s 
in the honey bee could be Inferred by analogy" • 
The germ ce l l s of Challcodoma (Carriere and Burger,1897) 
likewise, were f i r s t detected after the mesodermal tubes were 
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formed* The position of Atfralla proxima in th is respect seems 
to be rather peculiar. The primorTdia of germ ce l l s in th is 
insect appear a t a much early period of development than in other 
representatives of Hymenoptera quoted above. But these findings 
do not conform to the observations made by other workers on 
different sawfly materials (Hvolotoma and Pteronidea). Whatever 
information i s available from these sawflies i s fragmentary and 
inconclusive so that an attempt at generalization would be 
premature a t th i s stage* The present wri ter , however, feels that 
in view of the early appearance of the germ ce l l s in Athaliaf 
the position of Tenthredinidae along with other Hymenoptera in 
section 5 of Sfelsen i s untenable* I t i s , therefore, suggested that 
t h i s family be placed along with the paras i t ic Hymenoptera in 
section 1 instead of section 5 of Helsen (1934) quoted above. 
2, The Migration of Pole Cells 
In an eight hours old embryo, a large number of 
cleavage nuclei migrate to the egg surface and form a row over the 
periplasm* Four or five hours later, blastoderm formation is 
completed, Pole cells which hitherto were lying scattered in the 
polar cavity now become crowded together and begin to migrate back 
into the interior of the egg* This process is initiated by the 
movement of cells into the overlying periplasm. Several such cells 
may be observed penetrating the cortical layer at any specific time. 
At tails stage, the periplasm in sections presents an erroded 
appearance probably due to the trails left by the migrating Dole 
cells. However, soon it becomes smooth once again. There seems to 
be no regular order in their movement? cells which are in immediate 
contact with the peripheral cytoplasm appear to pass through first, 
followed by others situated at a distance. At the conclusion of the 
process at about (13-14 hours) the pole cells form a cluster in a 
patch of protoplasm between the yolk and the periplasm at the 
posterior pole of the egg. By the time all the cells have migrated 
inwards, the blastoderm appears on the posterior pole and for the 
first time tne egg becomes surrounded Dy a cellular envelope. 
In Drosophlla (vide Demerec, I960) two methods have 
been described by which pole cells may be drawn into the interior! 
(i) Interblastodermal migration, in which a variable number of 
pole cells press in between the elongate blastoderm nuclei and 
pass into the yolk where t-iey degenerate* A similar migration 
through the blastodera cells has been reported in Seiara(Pu Bois,1932) 
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(11) By way of the posterior mid-gut invagination, wherein certain 
ce l l s have been observed to pass through the posterior raid-gut _ 
invagination whence they pass into the in te r io r . In other forms 
©•§•! I»eptinotarsa (Hegner, 1909) a specialized passage l ike the 
pole ce l l canal may be formed for the entry of the germ c e l l s . 
In Athaila nrosima direct migration without the intervention of the 
blastoderm ce l l s appears to be the only method by which pole cel ls 
can reach the in te r ior of the egg. 
The development of the egg steadily progresses and as 
the germ land begins to e longa te ; the germ c e l l s , as the pole ce l l s 
may now be called, are dragged along with the inslnking caudal end. 
At 24-hours they l i e surrounded by the ce l l s of the posterior mlA-gut 
rudiment In the l a s t abdominal segment (Plate 3 , Fig . 17, 20 and 
Plate 7, F ig . 49) • 
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3* The Formation of Gonads 
During the elongation of the germ band the germ cells 
are carried along, always occupying a position close to the extreme 
posterior end, until they come to lie in the tenth abdominal 
segment. These cells are distinguishedf«>m the surrounding cells 
by their large size and a large rounded nucleus. At about 
34- hours the mass of germ cells divides into right and left 
halves which lie on either side of the developing proctodaeum 
(Plate ?, Fig* 51), From this position they migrate forward upto 
the level of the sixth segment and it is at this stage that the 
germ cells become closely associated with the visceral wall of 
the mesodermal tube to form the genital ridges (Plate 6, Fig# 38,gr.), 
It has already been described earlier that this visceral wall is 
reduced to a thin layer of cells after the formation of the 
rudiments of the splanchnic muscles. The migrating germ cells 
become embdedded in the thin visceral wall which now presents in 
transverse section a more or less spindle-shaped appearance. 
In sagittal sections of the corresponding age the germ cells are 
seen to extend as cords of compact cells from the sixth to the 
third abdominal segment. These cords are broader at the base and 
gradually taper, ending in a fine filament pointing anteriorly* 
While the genital ridges are developing, the visceral wall loses 
its connection with the underlying subsomitic mesoderm 
(Plate 3, Fig* 22 ssm) and the mesodermal tube becomes disorganised* 
The enclosed coelomic cavity becomes continuous with the epineural 
sinus. Dor sally, however, it retains its connection with the 
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splanchnic mesoderm and the cardioblasts as the l a t t e r 
d i f ferent ia te . The connection with tiie cardioblasts i s retained 
for some t ine even after the formation of the dorsal vessel 
(Plate 6, Fig . 37, s ) . Through these delicate nucleated strands the 
"\ germs ce l l s l i e suspended in the body cavity on the l a t e r a l sides 
V; of the in tes t ine . Similar connections with the developing heart 
iSt1 have been described in Anls_(Helson, 1915) and Chalicodoma 
N
 ^ , (Carriere and Burger, 1897). At about the time when the embryo 
flexes round ventral ly, the cords of germ ce l l s contract 
longitudinally and cone to l i e as oblong structures in the f i f th 
^ and sixth segments. They lose their connection with the dorsal 
^rV J vessel and l i e embedded in the fa t body. Further differentiation 
'^ * of the gonads does not occur and the sexes cannot be distinguished 
U A / V during embryonie l i f e . 
°
VS^ ,WJ^ lri C h a l * c o d o m 8 - (Carriere and Burger, 1897) the genital 
ridges are formed from the visceral wall of the •coelomlc sacs* 
in the th i rd , fourth and f i f th abdominal segments. At about 
the time of hatching they are withdrawn to the level of the f i f th 
abdominal segment. In An£§ (Nelson, 1915) likewise, the genital 
ridges develop along the visceral wall of the mesodermal tube and 
extend from the f i f th to the tenth abdomipsil segment. Later ; 
during embryonic l i f e they contract longitudinally and are contained 
within the l imi ts of the seventh, eighth and ninth abdomiaal 
segments. 
Regarding the ultimate fate of the germ ce l l s 
interest ing observations have been made by Poulson (1947) on 
Drosonhila. In th i s f ly , according to him, not a l l the pole ce l l s 
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contribute to the formation of gonads. Some of them are 
reported to disappear during migration into the inter ior of the 
egg. The author vrtiile elucidating the fate of these1 l o s t pole 
ce l l s 1 asserts that a l l the pole ce l l s are not potential ly germ 
ce l l s as some of them do not contribute to the formation of the 
gona^ds at a l l . These ce l l s according to him give r i s e to the 
inner epithelium of the mid-section of the mid-gut. In the l i gh t 
of the observations made on A. proxlmay I t i s f a i r ly certain 
thai; the germ ce l l s do not undergo any appreciable reduction in 
number during the development of gonads. From the counts made at 
various stages i t appears that rouehlv as many germ ce l l s are 
included in the gonads as are segregated at the hinder pole in the 
form of pole c e l l s . 
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XXII - LIST OF ABBREVIATIOIS 
a m — — — amnion 
a m e a v — — — amniotic cavity. 
a m f — — — . — amniotic fold, 
a m g — — — — — — anterior mid-gut rudiment. 
a n t — — — — — antenna 
a n t e - — — — antennary eoelomic sac. 
a b d ( l - 8 ) — abdominal segments 1-8 • 
a n t n — — — antennary nerve* 
an————— anus. 
A — — — - — anterior pole of the egg. 
a n t e — - — antennary mesoderm. 
a b d g ( l - 8 ) — abdominal ganglia 1-8. 
as- — - anterior aorta. 
b i d — — ' — — blastoderm* 
bl— — blood c e l l . 
b r — — — — brain. 
brn- — brain neuroblast. 
bw——«•——— body-wall. 
ch—————— chorion. 
e n — - — — — cleavage nucleus* 
coel— — coelomic cavity. 
c b l — — — cardioblasts . 
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cm————— circular muscles, 
cjpha———— cephalic aorta, 
csoV*———~- common salivary duct* 
ca*—-———— corpus allatum, 
coec———— circum-oesophageal connective. 
dim-.———— dorsal longitudinal muscles, 
d e t t t — — ™ deutocerebral lobe, 
drc———— definitive dorsal closure# 
dd——mmmm-mm dorsal diaphragm, 
db—»——•—-»•»- dermatoblast, 
dvm————• diverticulum of the spiracular invagmatlon. 
ect—•»«•••••• ectoderm, 
e s p * - ~ . . . — — epineural sinus, 
e p l — — - - — eye-plate, 
e g g c — — — egg c e l l . 
f——™—— fat body, 
f r g — — • - — . frontal ganglion, 
ftwrow. 
g c — ™ — — . germ cell, 
g b — — — - . — — germ band. 
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g r — — - - — — genital ridge, 
g g l — — — — ganglion, 
g o — — — — — — gonad* 
gnc—*•——— ganglion c e l l , 
gerri———— germarlma 
hi—-———— head lobe, 
h i > ™ — — — hear t , 
hyp—- —— hypodamis. 
a j p g — — « — • hypocerebral gsnslion. 
i l - — — — — — inner layer, 
i n t o — - — - intersegnental nesodera, 
i n l — - • — — inner neurilemma. 
lb — l b 0 - — — - Protocerebral lobes 1 - 2 . 1 ^ 
l r — — — — — - labrum, 
l p l - ™ - « — la t e r a l p la te , 
lima-———— limiting membrane. 
l:j_- 1 3 — — — - thoracic legs 1~3, 
l r m — ~ « — — labra l mesoderm. 
I n — — ™ la t e ra l nerve, 
l b s — — ™ - l a t e r a l blood sinus, 
lw-™«——— la t e r a l wall of the antennary coelomic sac. 
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m e s — — — mesoderm* 
m m - - — -—— median mesoderm. 
mus————— muscles* 
md--—«*—-——« mandible* 
mx:-^———— maxilla* 
m g e — - — — mid-gut epithelium* 
m p l — — — — middle plate* 
mda————- mandibular apodeme* 
mdm———— mandibular mesoderm* 
m g — — — — mid-gut* 
m o - — — — — mouth* 
m e — — — — median cord* 
m t — — — — malpighian tubule* 
m x 2 — — — second maxilla* 
m p h - o — — — mesodermal covering of the pharyngeal ganglia, 
m y — — — - myofibril, 
mds————— mid-dorsal blood sinus* 
mest————— mesodermal tube* 
m a — — — — median aorta* 
m w - — — — — median trail of the antennary coelomic sac* 
mem———— ventral membrane* 
n u — — — — - nucleus, 
n e u r — — — neuroblast. 
ngr — - neurel gcoove. 
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po«MWMHMw»—i«ww nerve cord* 
neurp—«•«*-—— neuroplle* 
nfu_~*..-~»...-._ nerve fibres* 
tOim»mmmtmmmmmmm neurilemma, 
nur——••••••—» nurse cel l* 
opg*M»-w»-»~»»»-«» optic ganglion* 
oen-«———-——• oenocyte* 
O S - — — — — - ooscme, 
em—-———mm oblique muscles* 
P.MMMMM*. posterior pole of the egg, 
pC"»*~«K"<»»M""»"»—|«» pole cell* 
p m g — m m m m m m m m m posterior mid-gut rudiment* 
proct————— proctodaeum* 
pamcav———— posterior amniotic cavity, 
pro*-————— protocerebrua, 
proct»«-mm*.— proctodaeal mesoderm* 
pr»«n»»—»—• periplasm* 
p h g — - - — — pharyngeal ganglion* 
p d c - — — - — - provisional dorsal closure. 
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proctd——-™ dorsal proctodaeal wall. 
pfjy————-- post re t ina l fibres* 
plg-«—««——— » pigment* 
r n — » — « recurrent nerve, 
r«-«-tmmmm —H— stomodaeal ridge* 
ser————— serosa. 
splm-*———— splanchnic mesoderm. 
stom--———— stomodaeum. 
soec—..—.—— siiboesophageal commissure. 
soeg*—-—*-— sub-oesophageal ganglion, 
sd——«•-—— salivary duct. 
sp—.•*.——— splracular invagination, 
stomm—•--«.»—— stomodaeal mesoderm. 
segm—.——.—- segmantai mesoderm. 
supc—»—«•<* — supra-oesophageal commissure. 
sym——*~ stomatogastrlc (sympathetic) Nervous system. 
s g l — — . — — si lk gland. 
s — —.-—.-. cytoplasmic strand connecting the gonad with the heart, 
s o m — - - — — — — somitic mesoderm, 
s s m - — — - — — subsositic ne^oderm. 
sus»—.————* snspensoritaa. 
s l g i — — — — — silk gland invagination, 
s t g - — — — — stomachic ganglion. 
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thg ,—thgg— thoracic nerve ganglia L-3, 
t r l t — — — — tritocerebruflu 
^......»••-«.->.« trachea* 
ten————— tentorium 
ti——«—«-— telson. 
Vtb*"»«> •»*"» <• m-mmm vitelline body. 
_»•»••_ VAn"fii»n1 *tAfi+ann-
vm————— vitelline membrane, 
vlra——— — ventral longitudinal muscles, 
v i s e — — — ™ visceral wall of the mesodermal tube. 
x — — — — degenerating cel l . 
y c — • — — - yolk cell, 
y c ^ — — — — primary yolk cell, 
yc — — — secondary yolk cell, 
at 
Explanation of Figures, 
Plate-I. 
Fig, 1, Longitudinal section of an egg 2-hours old. 
Fig, 2, Transverse section across the middle of an egg, 
showing the cleavage nuclei forming a row over 
the periplasm, 10- hours, 
Fig, 3, Transverse section across the middle of the body 
of an embryo showing the amnion and the neural 
groove, IS- hours. 
Fig, 4, A portion of a sagittal section of an egg 8- hours 
old, showing the migration of the cleavage nuclei 
through the periplasm. 
Fig, 5, A portion or a xaransverse section or an egg snowing 
the furrows that appear between the adjacent cleavage 
nuclei to form the lateral cell walls, 10- hours* 
Fig, 6, A portion of a transverse sectlon~2- hours older than 
above showing the blastoderm cells. 
Fig, 7. Transverse section of an embryo 14- hours old. showing 
the formation of embryonic membranes, an earlier stage 
than one showing in Fig, 3, Note the formation of 
mesoderm. 
Fig, 8, A portion of the posterior pole of an egg In sagittal 
section showing the formation of Pole cells, 4- hours. 
Fig, 9. Anterior and posterior portions of a sagittal section 
(a and b) of an embryo 17- hours old, showing the formation of 
embryonic membranes. Note the posterior amniotic 
fold which has grown faster than the anterior one. 
Due to iarport restrictions process plates of good 
quality are not available. The following photographs, 
therefore, were taken on ordinary films. 
PLATE I 
Explanation of Figures, 
Plate- II. 
Fig. 10. Transverse section of an egg shoving the middle and 
lateral plates. 16- hours. 
Fig. 11. Left half of a transverse section of an embryo 
20- hours old, showing the double-layered arrangement 
of cells of the mesoderm in the lateral parts of the 
germ band. 
Fig, 12, Lateral portions of transverse sections from the same 
embryo showing the formation of coelonic cavity in 
(a and b) the lateral crests of the mesoderm, (Fig. 12 b). 
In (Fig, 12 a) it has not yet appeared, 22- hours. 
Fig, 13, Left half of a transverse section (partly across the 
intersegmental region between second and third 
thoracic segments) interesecting the tracheal 
invagination," Note the well developed coelomic 
tube and the splanchnic ridge. 30- hours. 
Fig. 14. Right half of a transverse section (partly across 
the intersegmental region between first and second 
thoracic segments) showing the prothoraeic spiracular 
invagination, 28- hours. 
Fig. 15. Transverse section through the middle of the second 
maxillary segment, showing the extent of the 
subsomitic mesoderm. Note the lateral cords with 
columns of daughter cells. 28- hours. 
Fig, 16, Posterior portion of a sagittal section showing the 
development of proctodaeum. Note the insinking 
caudal end of the germ band and the amnion, 20-hours, 
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Explanation of Figures. 
P l a t e - I l l . 
F ig . 17. Portion of a sagi t ta l section of a 28- hours old 
embryo, showing further development of proctodaeum. 
Note the formation of malpighian tubule. 
Provisional dorsal closure i s being formed. 
Fig , 18. ( a ) , A multinucleate muscle f ib re . 72- hours. 
(b). A single myogenic cell. 48- hours. 
(a and b) 
Fig, 19. Portion of a transverse section of a 66-hours 
old embryo showing the oenocytes. 
F ig . 20. Transverse section across the anterior portion 
of the tenth abdominal segment showing the mass 
of germ c e l l s . Note the mid-gut ribbons. 28-hours, 
I F ig . 21 , Anterior portion of a sagi t ta l section of a 22- hours 
old embryo showing the invagination of the stomodaeum. 
Fig , 22. Portion of a transverse section ( l e f t half) of a 
40- hours old embryo through the second abdominal 
segment. Note the disorganizing coelomic tube and the 
development of the splanchmic layer and the mid-gut 
c e l l s . 
i F ig . 23. Portion of a sagi t ta l section showing the proctodaeum 
and the limiting membrane. 34- hours. 
F ig . 24. Primary yolk ce l l s in the protoplasmic reticulum with 
masses of yolk. 8- hours. 

Explanation of Figures, 
PIate-IV. 
Fig, 25. Portion of a transverse section across the head of 
a 54- hours old embryo, showing the~ antennary 
coelomic sacs and the formation of stomatogastric 
(sympathetic) nervous system from the dorsal wall 
of the stomadaeum. 
Fig, 26, Portion of a transverse section through the 
mandibular segment showing the sub-oesophageal 
commissure, 55- hours. 
Fig, 27, Posterior portion of a sagittal section showing the 
pole cells in the polar cavity. The vitelline 
membrane in this portion was damaged. Note the 
blastoderm nuclei ending abruptly in the region 
of the polar cap, 10- hours* 
Fig, 28. Portion of a sagittal section showing further 
development of the stomodaeum. Note the anterior 
mid-gut rudiment, 23- hours. 
Fig. 29. Portion of a transverse section across the head of 
a 72- hours old embryo, showing the aorta in the 
extreme posterior region of the head. Note the 
coelomic wall forming a delicate membrane that 
"surrounds the stomodaeum and encloses the paired 
stomachic ganglia. 
Fig. 30. Portion of a transverse section (left half) of a 
30i- - hours old embryo through the second maxilla 
showing the silk gland invagination. 
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Explanation of Figures, 
Plate-?. 
Fig, 31, Dorsal portion of the right half of a transverse 
section through the middle of the body of a" 
48- hours old embryo, showing the cardioblasts. 
Note the lateral blood sinus and the related 
structures. 
Fig, 32, Left half of a transverse section across the " 
anterior abdominal region, showing the strands of 
cardioblasts. Note the connection of the cardioblasts 
with the splanchnic layer, 52- hours. 
Fig, 33, Dorsal half of a transverse section showing the 
cardioblasts with their dorsal ends facing each 
other. 55- hours. 
Fig, 34, Dorsal part of a transverse section of the same 
embryo as above across the eighth abdominal segment 
showing the mid-dorsal blood sinus. 
Fig, 35, Portion of a transverse section across the head of 
a 64- hours old embryo showing the formation of 
ventral membrane under the stomodaeura. 
Fig, 36, Transverse section" through the third abdominal 
segment. 58- hours. 
splm—I 
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Explanation of Figures. 
Plate-VI, 
Fig. 37. Portion of a transverse section showing the 
cytoplasmic strands connecting the gonads with 
the heart. 66- hours. 
Fig, 38. Dorsal portion of the left half of a transverse 
section showing the genital ridge. Note the 
connection of the germ cells with the eardioblasts. 
48- hours. 
Fig, 39. Portion of a transverse section showing the 
relative position of the hypocerebral ganglion and 
the related structures. Note the mesodermal 
covering of the pharyngeal ganglia and the corpora 
allata, 72- hours. 
Fig. 40. Median sagittal section of a 66- hours old embryo, 
showing the nerve ganglia of the trunk segments. 
Fig. 41. Portion of a transverse section through the labral 
segment showing the paired origin of the labrum. 
Note the characteristic form of the labral mesoderm. 
28- hours. 
Fig. 42. Epithelial cells from the mid-gut. Note the 
pesudopodia-like outgrowths at the free ends. 
74- hours. 
Fig. 43. Portion of a transverse section across the head of a 
66- hours old embryo, showing the median aorta and 
the related structures. 
Fig. 44. Portion of a transverse section through the middle of 
a trunk segment showing the formation of oenocytes. 
Fig. 45. Portion of a transverse section across the head 
showing the anterior aorta. 66-hours. 
PLATE VI 
02mm 
Explanation of Figures. 
Plate-VII, 
F ig . 46. Median portion of a transverse section across the head 
intersecting the protocerebral lobes. Note the median 
thickening of the hypodermis between the two 
protocerebral lobes and the fibres of the supra-
oesophageal commissure. 34- hours. 
F ig . 47. Transverse section across the head of a 48- hours old 
embryo, showing a well developed supra-oesophageal 
commissure. 
r i g . 48. Anterior portion of a sagi t ta l section of a 72-hours 
old embryo, showing the frontal ganglion, the 
recurrent nerve and the hypopharyngeal ganglion. 
F ig . 49. Median sagi t ta l section of an embryo before 
shortening. 28- hours. 
Fig . 50. Anterior portion of a sagi t ta l section showing the 
antenna! coelomic sac. 301- hours. 
* 
51. Portion of a transverse section (slightly oblique) 
through the last abdominal segment showing the two 
groups of the germ cells. 34- hours. 
T PLATE VII 
Explanation of F igures , 
P l a t e - V I I I , 
F i g , 52, Por t ion of a t ransverse sect ion through the head 
of an embryo 40-hours old, showing fur ther 
development of the opt ic ganglion and the opt ic 
p l a t e . 
F i g . 53 , Port ion of a t ransverse sect ion across the head a t a 
l a t e r stage than shown above. Note the d iv is ion of" 
the neuroblasts In the opt ic ganglion and the groups 
of daughter c e l l s forming f ib re s which become 
continuous with the f ib re region of the other two 
lobes . 48-hours. 
F i g . 54, Por t ion of a t ransverse sec t ion showing the 
antennary nerve. 55- hours . 
F i g . 55 . Port ion of a t ransverse sect ion through the head 
of an embryo 66- hours old, showing the p o s t - r e t i n a l 
f i b r e s between the opt ic p l a t e and the opt ic ganglion. 
F i g , 56, Anterior port ion of a s a g i t t a l sect ion showing the 
circum-oesophageal commissure. 66- hours . 
F i g . 57, Port ion of a median s a g i t t a l section of a 48- hours 
old embryo, showing the nerve ganglia of the trunk 
reg ion , Note the separat ion of hypodermis. 
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Explanation of Figures. 
Plate-3X. 
Fig . 58. Portion of a transverse section passing through the 
intersegmental region between 2-and 3-abdominal 
segments, showing blood cel ls in the epineural 
sinus, Note the columns of nerve ce l l s over the 
parent neuroblasts. 34- hours. 
Fig. 59. Portion of a transverse section through the 4-abdomlnal 
segment showing the neuroblasts of the l a te ra l cords. 
Note the division of blood c e l l . 34- hours. 
Fig . 60. Transverse section through the gnathal region showing 
the prominent median cord. 34- hours. 
F ig . 61 . Portion of a sag i t ta l section through the anterior 
abdominal segments showing the intersegmental median 
cords forcing the neurilemma* 48» hours. 
F ig . 62. Portion of a transverse section shewing the outer 
and Inner neurilemma of the ventral nerve cord, Note 
the spindle- shaped neurilemma c e l l s . 66- hours. 
Fig . 63. Portion of a transverse section passing through the 
thoracic region showing the l a t e r a l nerve. Note the 
two l a t e r a l cords which have recently united leaving 
a notch in-between, 48- hours. 
Fig. 64. Portion of a sagi t ta l section through the anterior 
abdominal segments showing the segmental ganglia. 
72- hours. 
Fig . 65. Portion of a transverse section across the hesd of a 
34- hours old embryo,showing the origin of the optic 
ganglion and the eye-plate. Note the arrangement of 
the neuroblasts in the protoeerebrum. 
. • • • , • 
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Explanation of Figures. 
Plate - X, 
s, 66 - 71. Frontal sections (in serial order) at 
various depths across the head of a 
72- hours old embryo. 
Fig, 67, Note the lateral ducts just 
uniting to form the common 
salivary duct. Note the 
circum-oesophageal connective. 
Fig, 69, Section passing through almost 
the middle of the head. Note 
the body of the tentorium and 
the anterior tentorial arm. 
Fig. 71• Section passing at a higher 
level than one shown in 
Fig, 69, Note the corpora 
allata, the hypopharyngeal 
ganglion and the pharyngeal 
ganglia. All these structures 
are enclosed by the median 
portion of the aorta. 
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